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CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR OREGON TEACHER EDUCATORS
Three papers on Extended Teacher Education

University of Oregon College of Education

October 1983

This set of working papers on extended teacher education programs is

intended to serge as background material for task force use. The task force

will be composed of representatives from the University Teacher Education

Committee, the College of Education Consortium, Colley .2 faculty, and school

districts. Section I describes the concerns of Oregon educators and reports in

full the recommendations made by an ad hoc state committee and the Chancellor.

Section II reviews teacher induction programs currently operating in the

nation. Section III co'ipares programs and recommends changes for our University

of Oregon teacher education programs. The recommendations, like the three

papers, are starting points. They are to be viewed as catalysts for discussions

that lead to decisions--decisions about what teacher education will ;ook like at

our College of Education.
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Section 1

Oregon Recommendations

We as teacher educators in Oregon have an opportunity to provide a higher

level of knowledge and proficiency than we now provide for beginning teachers in

our state. If we choose, we can use this opportunity to become more involved

than ever before in Oregon's K-12 schools. But we must act now if we are to

design the best possible preservice education for teachers. We must act now if

we are to retain even the right to certify beginning teachers.

Teacher educators in many other states no longer control entry into the pro-

fession. Twenty states now mandate and administer examinations to check the

competence of teacher education graduates. Four of these states also prescribe

entry assistance programs dictating, with little teacher educator input, the

specifics of induction. In these states certification is granted only after on-

site assistance teams assess, train, and stamp their approval on the competence

of the beginning teacher.

In Oregon, our state educational agencies have not yet reduced our respon-

sibility for educating beginning teachers. Instead, they are asking in firm

tones that we as teacher educators guarantee teachers a professional beginning

by way of a rigorous preparation program that continues its support and educa-

tion beyond the campus in a prolonged and planned on-the-job induction period.

Responses to advocacy statements and recommendations from the Joint

Committee on Teacher Education (and from the Chancellor's office) become our

obligation. They can with vision become a challenge and an opportunity.

More than three years hefore natiorial task forces released their reports

critical of education, educators in Oregon heeded opinion polls that showed

public dissatisfaction with the school system, with student and teacher perfor-
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mance, and with related costs. A motion passed at the meeting of the Oregon

State Board of Higher Education, the Oregon Board of Education, and the Oregon

Educational Coordinating Commission created an ad hoc committee made up of a

member of each of those bodies plus a member of the Teacher Standards and

Practices Commission. The motion required that the Joint Committee look into

the matter of teacher training and "if it is perceived that there is a problem,

to set up procedures for resolution of the difficulties" (The Final Report on

the Joint Committee on Teacher Education, Toward Excellence in Oregon Education,

February 1982, p. 4. This report is also known as the Joint Committee Report

[JCR]).

The Joint Committee on Teacher Education (hereafter referred to as the

Committee) advocated (A) strength for preservice teacher education through more

rigorous programs of instruction; (B) strength through cooperation among univer-

sities, colleges and school districts; and (C) strength through university/

school district assistance to beginning teachers. The Committee wrote detailed

recommendations for preservice professional development. In their recommen-

dations the Committee (1) listed specific elements tnat should be incorporated

into preservice programs; (2) asked that pretests of basic skills oe added to

the multiple indicators now in use as admission requirements; and (3) recom-

mended that different organizational models of preservice be implemented and

tested against comparable evaluative criteria. Among other requirements the

Committee recommended that the preservice model provide "an internship field

experience . . . in the first, or first and second, year(s) following licensure.

The field experience should be in the local district with joint di3trict/college

supervision" (JCR, p. 13). Note: Because the Joint Committee Report is no

longer available for distribution, the Committee's recommendations for preser-

L 8
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vice programs for teachers are reproduced in Appendix A.

The Committee's proposals are forcefully supported in A Strategic Plan for

the Oregon State System uf Higher Education 1983-87 addressed to the citizens

of Oregon by Chancellor William E. Davis and Special Assistant Lawrence C.

Pierce. The "strategic plan" calls upon teacher educators in Oregon to improve

teacher preparation in three ways: (I) to recruit highly qualified high school

and community college students; (2) to assure quality through high standards for

entry to teacher education programs, through standards' checks during prepara

tion, and through demonstration of competence as a teacher in an ongoing school

setting before exit from the programs; and (3) to develop, implement, and eva

luate programs that extend "beyond the traditional four years to allow for the

strengthening of both the liberal arts and professional education components and

the extension of field experience to include inauction into the teaching

profession". The Chancellor's report recognized the Committee's "two years of

discussion and consultation with citizen and representatives of the various

organizations and agencies involved in teacher education . . ." (p. 24).

(Recommendations 23, 24, and 25 of A Strategic Plan . . . , May 27, 1983.)

Comments and recommendations from the Plan for "Improved Teacher Education' are

reproduced in Appendix B.

The Committee met with personnel of Oregon education agencies to look at

goals, standards, and projected needs. They listened and read. They "spent an

exceptional evening with Robert Howsam, a national leader in the field of

improving teacher education," who commended Oregon on its progress in improving

education and "encouraged education leaders in Oregon to continue to help

teaching achieve true professional status" (uCR, p. 5).

To expand the dialogue on education issues, the Committee convened sixty

9
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Oregon educators in workshops in Ja.dary and May of 1981. Representatives from

the College of Education attending the workshops included Richard Hersh, Fay

Haisley, Nancy Isaacson as a group facilitator, and Diane Dunlap as facilitator

for the Committee. During the discussions at the workshops and consultations

with state agency personrel, several concerns appeared again ana again.

Oregon educators worried that our system of multiple levels of endorsements

might be a continuum of licensure instead of learning and that our system of

adding levels allows us to start the beginner with incomplete qualifications.

Each set of educators criticized the other. People in the schools were con-

cerned about college faculty not keeping up with what goes on in the field.

College faculty feared that people in the field were not keeping up with signi-

ficant changes in practice and learning theory. The issues of how to determine

professional competence, of uniform requirements versus program flexibility, and

of maintaining quality within available funds were also recurring themes in tne

discussions. These were the problems the Committee found. (See Appendix C for

a more detailed description of concerns pertaining to Oregon teacher education.)

Consultation with Oregon educators and state agencies gave the Committee an

understanding of educators' concerns. The Committee was then ready to move from

dialogue to formulating "procedures for resolution of the difficulties" (JCR, p.

4). They couched criteria in general advocacy statements and in specific recom-

mendations for change. The Committee's advocacy statements and recommendations,

supported by the Chancellor's Plan, are the starting points for our discussion

and decisions.

Advocacy Statements to Strengthen Preservice Programs for Teachers

(from the Joint Committee Report, p. 11)

Advocacy statements will be repeated, one at a time. Each will be followed
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by task force comments of where we are in relation to the Committee's expec-

tations.

Advocacy Statement A: "The delivery of teacher education must be
strengthened further to provide rigorous, stimulating, relevant curricula and
programs of instruction" (JCR, p. il).

Members of the initial task force, Haisley, Kehl, and Gilberte, believe that

there is rigor, stimulation, and relevance in our current programs. We need

your help in providing speci?ic examples of these qualities.

Advocacy Statement B: "This strengthening must be based on cooperation
among universities, colleges, and school districts in the (1) selection of can-
didates, (2) program design, and (3) evaluation of outcomes" (JCR, p. II).

(B-I-a) Is there cooperation among universities in the selection of

candidates?

Tnere is cooperation among teacher education institutions in 9athering

screening and admissions data. The computer data base and tracking system is an

integral part of our elementary and secondary admissions at Oregon. Dick

Rankin, who acts as consultant to our screening program, also coordinates a

state-wioe data gathering project in screening and admissions sponsored by the

State Board of Higher Education.

(B-I-b) Is there cooperation between the University of Oregon and school

districts in the selection of candidates?

The U of 0 Consortium of university and school district representatives

approved of higher standards for admission to teacher education. School

districts that hire teachers in the Resident Teacher Program select their

teachers from applicants previously screened by clinical professors as qualified

for entry to the Graduate School.

(B-2-a) Is there cooperation among universities and colleges in program

design?
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To our knowledge, colleges and universities have not formally cooperated on

teacher education program design. Each institution complies with state

standards; but within those standards, each designs its own rh-fessional courses

and sequences, makes arrangements for cross-campus professional courses, and

negotiates with school districts for field experience settings.

(8-2-b) Is there cooperation between the University of Oregon and school

districts in program design?

All teacher education prugram design changes are approved by the school

district-university Consortium before implementation. The most apparent evi-

dence of cooperation in carryinc: out program desire is found in the appointments

of two publlc school liaison supervisors who coordinate the many details :if pla-

cement, seminar, supervision, and evaluation that accompany the fibid experience

components of the eemeutary program. Contacts between the University and

school districts for field experience practicum settings, cooperating teacher

supervision and liaison personnel are negotiated and approved by both parties.

Liaison supervisors may informally sw est but are not empowered to select

classrooms that are certain to provide a climate in which practicum students

will be able to integrate theory and practice.

(B-3-a) Is there cooperatio" among universitims and colleges in evaluation

of outcomes?

Evaluation help is available from the Teaching Research Department of the

Oregon State System of nigher Education. Recently, Del Schalock of Teaching

Research assisted Leonard Vlahov with construction of the :bterviws Vlahov used

in his Impact Study of 3valuation activities in the secondary program. Earlier,

Schalock gave assistance in planning an evaluation of the Residrit Teacher

Program using a desigis that compared perceived competence ratings o' two groups

12
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of teachers at the end of their first and third years of teaching.

An ad hoc committee on evaluation of outcomes was appointed by the State

Board of Higher Education; but, when state funding for implementation of

possible proposals was not available, the deans of the individual teacher educa-

tion programs lessened their interest in a coo!..-trative effort on evaluation.

Consequently, the cooperation on evaluation activities that exists is on an

informal network basis.

(B-3-b) Is there cooperation between the University of Oregon and

and school districts in evaluation of outcomes?

Evaluation of outcomes is shared in several ways between the University and

school districts represented in the Consortium. Cooperating teachers share

responsibility with University supervisors for rating our students' skills at

the middle and end of each field practicum. On request, district administrators

at schools where graduates are teaching rate our graduates using instruments

that list competencies (outcomes) that we expect our students to have achieved.

Each year through arrangements between the instructor and school district eva-

luation personnel, graduate students in program evaluation courses conduct eva-

luation projects for school districts?

Advocacy Statement C: "Along with strengthening teacher education programs,
we must provide a school climate in which the new graduate can learn to function
effectively as a teacher. Too often new teachers find themselves on their own
in attempting to apply what they have learned in college in the immediate
reality of the classroom. The Joint Committee believes that there should be
further strong links between college classrooms and school districts to assure
integration of theory and practice. We also believe that systems must be
strengthened to assist the beginning teacher" (JCR, p. II).

Do we provide a school climate in which the new graduate can learn to film-

tion effectively as a teacher? Do we assure that the graduates can integrate

theory and practice? Do we have a system for assisting the beginning teacher?

/3
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Our responsibility stops now after a degree and a certificate have been

awarded. Except for graduates who have opted to begin teaching as residents in

the Resident Teacher Program, there is no planned induction program of support

for our graduates as they begin their teaching career.

Both the Committee and the Chancellor strongly recommmend that an on the job

induction phase be an integral part of our precertification program. They

intend that we as teacher educators will continue to educate our students in

cooperative effort with school personnel during the induction phase.

Summary of College of Education status in relation to the Joint Committee's

advocacy statements in the Committee's introduction to Preservice Programs for

Teachers on page 11.

. There is no formal structure for cooperation among the faculties of the

public and private teacher education institutions in Oregon on program design,

and evaluation of outcomes. The cooperation that exists is through informal

netwolk contact. A Committee appointed by the State System of Higher Education

reviews candidate selection procedures and system-wide computer stored data.

. There is input and approval from school district representatives in the

Consortium on program components and evaluation of student outcomes.

. There is no formal arrangement for University input on school climate or

school programs in districts joined with us in the Consortium. The input is one

way.

. There is no planned induction or system of support for every one of our

graduates during their beginning year of teaching.

. There is not sufficient camped evidence of rigor, stimulation, and rele-

vance in Our current programs.

The Joint Committee's Report follows the advocacy statements with detailed

14



recommendations.

Recommendations for Preservice Programs for Teachers

(from the Joint Committee Report, pp. 11-13)

The Committee made recommendations in four major areas: Professional

Development--Preservice, Continued Professional Development, School Climate and

School Environment, and Coordination and Costs. Each recommendation includes

implementing agency responsibility and proposed timeline. Those recommendations

that pertain to preservice programs are found in Appendix A.

The format used for the advocacy statements will again be used for the

recommendations. Each will be repeated and each will be followed by a

task force description of where we are in relation to the expectations. When

recommendations from both the committee and the Chancellor's Office are similar,

each will be noted. Those from the Chancellor's Plan are in italics.

In the first of three recommendations, the Committee lists specific elements

that should be incorporated into preservice programs.
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Committee Recommendation 1:

Preservice teacher education ro rams shall be structured to
incorporate-TheTralririgTrovogram eements:

a. liberal arts education as the basis for teacher education;

b. breadth and depth in subject area;

c. knowledge and understanding of child development;

d. knowledge and understanding of the teaching-learning process;

e. teaching skills, such as classroom management and assessment of
student achievement;

f. demonstrated ability to use knowledge and skills for effective
teaching in a classroom with a full contingent of students over
an extended period of time.

Implementing 1922a. Board of Higher Education, in cooperation with
public and independent teacher education programs and Teachers
Standards and Practices Commission. 2t Jure 1984 (JCR, pp. 11 and 12).

1. Elements in University of 91222. Current Preservice Teacher Education
Programs

Secondary (STEP) Elementary (TEEM)

(a) Liberal arts education as the basis for teacher education.

A general studies component is required of all undergraduate students

seeking a baccalaureate degree at the University.

This requirement includes basic

courses of 6 credit hours in

English, 3 in health plus 36 to

48 hours of group requirements

distributed across three groups:

Arts and Letters, Social Sciences,

and Sciences. Thus secondary

(Secondary continued on next pige.)

Students who major in elementary

education are required to complete

36 hours of work in the area of

Arts & Letters, Science or Social

Science and 18 in each of the other

two for a total of 72 liberal arts

credit hours.

16
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education students majoring in the

College of Arts and Science will

have 57 hours in liberal arts educa-

tion. These students will take

additional liberal arts hours in

their subject area majors. Students

majoring in Art, Health, Physical

Education, or Music will have 45 of

186 hours in liberal arts education.

(b) Breadth and depth in subject_ area.

Secondary students major in one of

the subject areas in which they

intend to teach. These majors

account for approximately one-third

of 62 of the 186 hours required for

graduation. While the total hours

varies, a significant portion, at

least 24 hours, must be upper

division. Requirements for certi-

fication in an endorsement (subject

area) assure a balance and breadth

in a major area of preparation.

11

The generalized training needed by

elementary teachers has tended to

reduce an emphasis on in-depth subject

knowledge. Students major in

elemAntary education. They have a

minor (36 hours) in a liberal arts

area. The other 36 hours may be

dispersed over a wide range of courses

and not generally provide for in-depth

knowledge or sequencing. The new

U of 0 graduate requirement for

clusters (3 term sequences) in each

of two areas will assist in better

course sequencing and the development

of in-depth knowledge in those area;.

(c) Knowledge and understanding of child development.

17
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Student are required to take a three-credit course, EdPsy 321 Human

Development and Group Processes. This Educational Psychology course includes an

examination of iuman development processes from conception to early adulthood

with special attention to implications for teachers.

(d) Knowledge and understanding of the teaching learning process.

The current programs require EdPsy 322-Human Learning and Education which

includes an assessment component. Courses frequently focus on both teaching and

learning processes skills, at the same time they focus on teaching.

(e) Teaching skills such as classroom management and assessment of learninl.

Secondary education students take Elementary students take CI337 -

at least 18 hours of courses that Teaching Strategies I, CI338 -

include Introduction, to Teaching, Teaching Strategies II, and methods

Media, Reading and Writing, Teaching courses in areas such as PE, Art,

Strategies, and Subject Area Methods. Music, Reading, Math, and Language

Of these courses four include simula- Arts. The Classroom Management

tion and micro teaching or a concur- course, CI340, is a strong program

rent practicum in the public school component. The 3 credit class intro-

classroom. duced in 1978 has received high ratings

from students.

(f) Demonstrated ability to use knowledge and skills for effective teaching

in the classroom with a full contingent of students over an extended 2eriod of

time.

Students have two three-credit Elementary graduates spend a minimum

practica prior to full-time student of 841 hours in schools of which 66D

teaching. During each three-credit are closely supervised. The program

practicum, students spend nine hours includes at least one practicum of 3

18
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per week for a quarter in a class- credit hours (9 hours per week 81

room. Responsibility varies from hours) in schools prior to program

one-on-one teaching to large-group admission, two terms of 9 weeks each

instruction. The 15-credit, full- of half-day classroom experience

day student teaching for one quarter under close supervision and with

places students in a public school competency checks (180 hours per term)

classroom on a full-time basis for and a student teaching term of 10

9 to 11 weeks. During this period weeks (400 hours) also closely

students assume responsibility for supervised by cooperating teachers

the full contingency of students in and university supervisors.

three classrooms with support and

supervision from both cooperating

teachers in the schools and

university supervisors.

Summary of College of Education Program status in relation to the Joint

Committee's Recommendation 1 of Preservice Programs fcr Teachers (JCR, pp. 11,

12):

. Both the secondary and elementary programs include coursework and prac-

ticum experiences that incorporate the elements listed in Recommendation I.

. The allocations of credit hours to ensure breadth and depth of knowledge in

Arts and Sciences subject areas, and Professional studies need to be addressed.

. We need to examine (a) the integration between knowledge and understanding

of child development and knowledge and understanding of the teaching-learning

process, (b) the integration among knowledge and understanding of the teaching-

learning process (methods courses) taught in Allied Professional Schools and in

the College of Education, and (c) the transfer of learning from professional

studies to classroom use as a student teacher and as a first year teacher.
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Committee Recommendation 2:

Pre-test of basic skills should be ,required 424 to admission to
a7herpreservi.ce programs in iaaition to existing p.-7771-)i-

TaTEifors now in use.

Most program admission requirements in our colleges now include
good multiple indicators of capability and performance; our
recommendation is to add a good pretest of basic skills to the
existing requirements.

Implementing Agency. Board of Higher Education, in cooperation
with public alid-fridependent teacher education programs and Teacher
Standards and Practices Commission. BIJune 1983 (JCR, p. 12).

Rec4-wandation 24. The quality of all
jr,:auctes from teacher preearation
programs in the State System institu-
tions should be assueed through high
standards for entry to these programs,
including proficiency in the basic

skills of reading. welting. reasoning,

and mathematics; :eftnea quality
assuran,k; checks at various stages of
the preparation program with a commit-
ment to rcnovin/ students from the
program who do not meet the standards
spec:ficd; and insiettince that anyone
graduating from these programs and being
recormended as a teacher in Oregon has
demonstrated in an onloing school setting
his or her competence as a teacher.

(from the Chancellor's Man, p. 24)

The screening procedures of both the secondary and elementary programs allow

the delay of full admission until designated faculty can predict from the

applicant's demonstrated commitment and ability a high probability of success in

the teacher preparation program and success as a professional in school

classrooms.

Tighter secondary admission standards introduced in 1980-81 "cut out the

bottom 20 percent that used to come into the Program and impro4ed student

morale" (from Leonard Vlahov's Impact Study, 1983, p. 25). Standards include a

20



GPA of 2.5 or higher; the ability to speak and communicate effectively; passing

scores on math, reading, and writing tests; the successful completion of Block I

- ESCAPE Practicum and Introduction to Teaching courses, and a recommendation

from an endorsement advisor. The endorsement for entry into the Secondary

Teacher Education Program (STEP) ts written by the student's cross-campus sub-

ject area advisor. A STEP admission team determ;nes the student's eligibility

based on the student's profile.

Admission standards used since 1978 for the elementary program, Training

Elementary Educators for Mainstreaming (TEEM), include a GPA of 2.5 or higher,

passing scores on reading, math, and composition, and structured interviews by

two faculty members before conditional admission is granted. Successful comple-

tion of Professional Term I courses and Teaching Fr'cticum I advances the stu-

dent to full admission status.

Judy Dunn's analysis of computer-stored data stows that TEEM applicants from

Spring 1978 through Fall 1980 have an average GPA of 3.11 for the 228 admitted

and an average of 2.76 for the 100 denied admission. The scores on the McGraw

Hill college level reading test averaged at the 75th percentile for admitted

students. For those denied, the average percentile was 53.04. McGraw Hill math

percentile average for admitted students was 64.68; for denied, 36.88. Writing

test scores on a scale of 1 to 10 were 6.29 for admitted and 5.39 for denied

(data from Judy Dunn's dissertation, 1982).

At the request of the Oregon State Board of Higher Education, 1980 TEEM

students took the National Teacher Exam. The result was a scaled score mean of

669 and percentile rank of 78 for TEEM students compared with a national scaled

score mean of 595 and a percentile rank of 44. This fall, 1983, both elementary

and secondary students will be asked to take the new Educational Testing Service
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professional euminatioes. Our students' scores will be used for validation

purposes in a comparison study of the new ETS test and our current procedures.

A request has been made to other state and private institutions for involvement

in the project and TSPC has agreed to pay $2,000 toward the costs.

A comprehensive set of screening data on both elementary and secondary stu-

dents is being stored in a computer bank with the help of Judy Dunn, Dick

Rankin, and graduate students. Researchers can use these and screening data

from other Oregon colleges to compare characteristics of students admitted with

their subsequent level of suc :ess in teaching. If we could determine which

selection criteria have highest correlations with competence as teacher, we

could contribute to a needed research base for admission standards.

Summary of Col:zse of Education status in relation to the Joint Committee's

Recommendation 2 of Preservice Programs for Teachers (JCR, p. 12):

. Our admission requirements go heyond the Committee's Recommendation 2 and

the Chancellor's Recommendation 24, The high admission standards now operating

in the College of Education at the University of Oregon ensure the quality of

incoming students.

. Procedures delay full admission until success as a teacher can be

predicted.

. Data 'Mow that uur students are academically qualified.

. Computer-stored ,:!ita from our applicants and from applicants at other

Oregon colleges are available for evaltotion of admission procedure

effectiveness.

We have initiated a validation study of current entry skill tests (CAT)

with the new ETS test (PPST). Three hundred elementary and secondary students

from state and private colleges will participate. Costs will be shared by TSPC;
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ETS; and College of Education. Analysis will be undertaken by Dick Rankin, Judy

Dunn and Fay Haisley.

Committee Recommendation 3:

A:. a first stm, demonstration projects testin different organizational
and curricular mode s of preservice shou d e imMT.-.Witedper and tested

against compariE7747ative iriteria.

These demonstration projects should meet several rigorous standards.
They should be evaluated on the basis of identified performance criteria.
They should reflect the research on school and teacher effects, and
the developing research on teacher education. The projects should
match design of each program to the eventual type of placement of
teacher candidates. The projects should model effective pedagogical
practices both within the program and for teachers in schools. The
projects should use existing resources optimally.

The following program aspects should be addressed among the various
demonstration projects:

a. The preferred preservice sequence(s) for Oregon should be
established, i.e., 4-year, 5-year, or x-year programs;

b. Extensive practicum/internship experience should be provided in
the local district with joint district and college supervision;

c. The combined teacher education outcomes of the basic and
standard teaching certificates should be included as part of
preservice; and

d. An internship field experience should be included in the first,
or first and second, year(s) following licensure. The field
experience should be in the local district with joint district/
college supervision.

The demonstration projects should be carefully monitored and evaluated,
ard the results should serve as the basis for future program design
for Oregon.

By suggesting demonstration projects instead of immediate full-scale
change, it is our intent to suggest careful scrutiny of different
approaches before making changes in Oregon's system of teacher education.
While we have heard suggestions ranging from compacting all education
into a four-year program to extending the current models to six-plus
years, we believe that no decision can be made for Oregon teacher
education until we have comparablc. evaluative data. It is also important
to understand, however, that we view the demonstration projects as only
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a first step which must he accomplished to provide a basis for further
consensual development.

Certification requirements will need to be adjusted so participants
in the demonstration projects are not penalized for participation.

Implementin.glgency. Board of Higher Education, in cooperation
71157707F tandards and Practices Commission, local school
districts and consortia, and public and independent teacher education
programs. 1".g11 by 'la 1983. Evaluation _completed 12: December 1986

(JCR, pp. 174174-111-.

Recommendation 2S. Programs to train
elementary and secondary teachers
should be extended beyond the trade-
tioeka four years to anoo for the
strengthening of both the liberal arts
and prof ossional eduvation components
and the extension o: field experiences
to enoludo induction into the teaching
proPo4;ion. institutions are
currontlt. involved in developing and
implementing extended demonstration
programs testi,v various organizational
and curricular models. These programs
will be carefully evaluated as to both
effertiveness and cost and then refined
and implemented on a larger scale as
resources become available.

(from the Chancellor's Plan, pp. 24.25)

18

We have work to do. The Committee recommends we design, develop, implement,

and evailate (on ne basis of identified criteria') model preservice programs.

Tne motiet programs are to reflect research on school and teacher effects and

developing research on essential knowledge for beginning teachers. The model

programs are to use existing resources optimally as they support beginning

teachers through internship-induction year(s) during which time we, as teacher

educators, are to demonstrate effective pedagogical practices for beginning

teachers and other teachers in the schools.

The College of Education response will be made after input, discussion and
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deliberation by an extended task force.

Oregon Recommendations and National Trends

The Oregon recommendations correspond with national trends that cannot be

ignored: on-the-job attention to first year teachers is in demand and a common

body of professional knowledge seems within reach.

Some colleges and universities have incorporated internships in five year

programs. These include cooperative university/school district supervision,

seminars concurrent with teaching, and pre-intern and post-intern advanced cour-

ses.

Some states are mandating on-the-job entry-year assistance (performance -

based certification). These states with the help of public school personnel are

moving faster than the colleges to implement first-year teacher programs. (See

Section 11 of this report.)

The Committee's emphasis on research-based teacher education corresponds

with literature that tells us we can now base teacher edeCation on a common body

of professional knowleige. The American Association of Colleges for Teacher

Education (AACTE) recently published its long-awaited report, Educating a

Profession: Profile of a Beginning Teacher, edited by David Smith. The publi-

cation is a culmination of work that began with the AACTE bicentennial report on

the profession of teaching edited by Howsam, Corrigan, Denemark, and Nash in

1976. The 1983 "Profile" outlines standards for beginning teacher competencies

and characteristics as well as standards for teacher educator programs to ensure

them.

Lakin and Reynolds have most recently edited and published their ten

clusters of capability for teachers under the heading of "A Model for a Common

Professional Culture and a Common Body of Teacher-Training Activities" in the
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March-April 1983 Journal of Teacher Education, pp. 14, 15. In the saw: article,

Lakin and Reynolds informs us that thirty resource units, each devOoped by one

or more nationally known soecialists, are available from AACTE. They write,

"The largest part of each unit is the review of the knowledge bas.'. which inclu-

des main definitional elements and a summary of the well-established prir4iples

(for teachers) in the area." They also note, "The ree re units are intended

strictly to serve the needs of teacher educators. They are neither textbooks

nor instructional modules; rather, they are a means of communication among

teacher educators about knowledge and skills that contemporary schools demand of

the teachers they prepare" (p. 16).

The AACTE Profile of A Beginning Teacher is available for our use and AACTE

resource units are available in our Dean's Grant Collection.

Descriptions and models of five-year programs under the aegis of

colleges/universities and descriptions of state and district -run entry-year

assistance programs are in the second section of this task force report. The

third section contains a comparison of programs, analyses of the effects of

state and college induction programs, a review of our current secondary and ele-

meitary programs and a proposed University of Oregon induction model.

Additional recommendations for improving the quality of teacher education in

Oregon are available for your perusal in Appendix F.
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Section II

University-Based and State-Mandated Induction Programs

"No other important profession is so careless about the induction of its new

members." That sharp criticism of educators made by D.W. Hunt in 1968 may soon

be invalid.

The profession is paying more attention to its beginners today than ever

before. Progress is evident: a few colleges and universities now include

internships in their extended teacher education programs; many beginning

teachers now receive help from state-mandated entry-assistance teams; and some

teacher educators and state agencies, including Oregon, recommend that induction

be a required part of teacher education.

This section of the report on extended teacher education includes (1) state-

ments advocating extended teacher education to include induction, (2) descrip-

tions of five-year programs that include internship-induction under cooperative

school district and university supervision, and (3) descriptions of state-

mandated programs for first-year teachers. The common elemt.nts of each will be

listed so comparisons can be made. Positive effects and problems will be noted

so that judgments can be made. The information is intended to be used in

discussion and decisions about the what and the how of implementing Recommen-

dation 3 of the Joint Committee Report and Recommendation 25 of the Chancellor's

Report. (See Section I.)

Advocates of Extended Teacher Education Time

Though there has been no organized, concerted call for extended teacher edu-

cation under the aegis of universities and colleges, teacher educators have been

recommending more time for preservice preparation for almost a decade. A chro-
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nology of advocacy begins in this report with Morris Cogan's recommendation in

1975 and includes Oregon's Chancellor William E. Davis's 1983 recommendation

that programs to train elementary and secondary teachers "be extended beyond the

traditional four years."

In 1975 Morris Cogan, father of clinical supervision, recommended three full

years of host- baccalaureate study, supervised ericusii. and supervised

internship.*

In 1976 the AACTE Commission on Education for the Profession of Teaching

(Howsam et al.) recommended a five-year initial teacher preparation program com-

bining the bachelor and master's degree, plus a sixth Lear of supervised

internship.*

In 1978 Richard Hersh, f'ssociate Provost University of Oregon, envisioned

seven years, five years of college or university education which includes some

form of a one -year internship 21g two years of on- the -job su ervision. One

fixed requirement would be the need for public schools and higher education to

share in the instruction and supervision of the internship. Temporary cer-

tification only would be granted to those who successfully complete the intern

year. Such a certificate would allow one to search for a first year teaching

position. A Master's degree could be awarded after the completion of both an

intern year and the equivalent of two full-time summers on an accredited college

or university campus (Hersh, 1978).

In 1979 B.O. Smith and Stuart Silberman proposed first, a bachelor's degree

with an academic major and other academics to support a study of pedagogy; then

*The asterisk indicates the reference is taken from Denemark and Nutter
(1980). Underscoring for emphasis added by the writers of this report.
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a two-year master's degree program in education with continuing assistance from

the education unit during the first year of employment.*

In 1979 T.E. Bell, then Utah Commissioner of Higher Education, said:

Everything gets makeshift treatment when we try to offer to

young people a basic liberal education, a subject matter

speciality in a chosen field of concentration, a working

knowledge of educational psychology, methods, and student

teaching experience, all in four years of college.*

In 1980 Denemark and Nutter concluded that the profession is backward in not

taking the step to extend preparation beyond four years, by determining the

number of studies and amount of time on the basis of the profession's require-

ments rather than traditional institutional patterns.

Accordingly, we recommend a six-year program of initial teacher

preparation--five years of campus - based, but field - oriented,

preparation followed a sixth ztaar of supervised internship

with provision for follow-up of beginning teachers in their

first Year of regular employment.*

In 1982 Theodore Kaltsounis, Associate Dean of the University of Washington

School of Education, suggested to the School Council of Deans and Directors of

Education in the state of Washington that all students who want to be teachers

major in one of the disciplines with admission to a certification program post-

poned until 80 or 85 percent of the major is completed. Further, Kaltsounis

said (paraphrased here): Admit only students from the top 50 percent of the

university or college population. Make it possible to complete the cer-

tification program in four years with careful planning, or continue through a

full fifth year, a flexible certification program that overlaps between the
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fourth and fifth year. To enlarge a high quality pool to draw from, encourage

top students who hold the bachelor's degree to enter the program.

Kaltsounis advised that the certification program develop clear standards

and vigorously pursue ways to assure that standards are reached, that standards

include the for the what--the theory behind the practice, and that super-

visors of student teachers be paid so volunteers need not be accepted

(Kaltsounis, 1982).

In Mai 1983 William E. Davis, Chancellor of the Oregon State System of

Higher Education, recommended that programs to train elementary and secondary

teachers be extended bond the traditional four years to allow for the

strengthening of both the liberal arts and Erofessional,education components and

the extension of field experiences to include induction into the teaching

profession (Davis and Pierce, 1983).

The above citations were selected because the writers recommended extended

time for teacher education. In that respect they range from the statement that

"everything gets makeshift treatment" when we try to prepare teachers in four

years to recommendations for six and seven years of time to educate and to

follow intern teachers into the schools for induction help.

All but Bell and Kaltsounis recommended supervised induction--on-the-job

assistance--as a part of the university/college responsibility in an extended

program.

Other elements of extended programs mentioned are the need to strengthen

both the liberal arts and professional components, the need to develop and to

vigorously pursue standards that include the theory behind the practice, and the

need to share with public schools the instruction and supervision of the

interns. These are common elements in literature proposing that teacher educa-
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tion programs be extended.

Predicted Effects of Extended Teacher Education

25

The predicted effects of implementing teacher education programs that make

greater demands in both time and rigor range from increased respect to a shor-

tage of able students.

Richard Hersh predicts positive consequences from a longer, more rigorous

program: (1) increased respect from the teachers educated under the plan and

from the profession and the public; (2) less later inservice required to correct

training deficits; (3) a united front among teacher education, school systems,

and professional organizations working to educate beginning professionals; and

(4) opportunities for improving school conditions through such a united front.

There would be added costs, says Hersh, but "the results are more than worth the

costs" (p. 10).

Schlecty and Vance (1981) write, 'If teacher education becomes more rigorous

and demanding, it seems likely that many of the most academically able teachers

who now enter teaching will choose not to do so--simply because, with the same

effort and commitment, they can get more of what society has to offer from other

occupations" (p. 112).

Benderson (1982) suggests that the opposite is true: "Lowered standards

over the last decade have been met with continued falling enrollments. In

1972, education schools produced 314,254 graduates--an all time high. By 1978,

the number had fallen to 190,266." Benderson quotes Frederick J. McDonald who

advised that it may be time to try the opposite approach: "People are afraid to

take the risk, but where programs have raised their standards, there's never

been an instance where a program has failed" (p. 19).

The loss of students is one problem predicted by advocates of extended, more
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rigorous programs. Another predicted problem is the difficulty of working with

field personnel, even more closely than at present and for a longer period of

time. Gallegos (1981) warns those who plan collaborative training arrangements

vith practitioners in school settings: "It is one thing to talk about colla-

t,orative endeavors and quite another to plan, implement, and maintain them" (p.

4). Added costs is a third predicted problem (Hersh, 1978).

Are the predicted effects accurate? Positive and negative effects of

program changes can be predicted, but real effects are not known until changes

have been implemented, practiced, and evaluated over a period of time. In order

to examine the effects of extended programs, this task force looked fo7 such

programs.

Extended Teacher Education Programs in Practice in 1983

Only three programs that fit our criteria were found. Two of the three

programs have been in practice for a decade--Austin College in Sherman, Texas,

since 1972, and the University of New Hampshire in Durham, New Hampshire since

1974. The third program began with the 1981-82 school year at the University of

Kansas in Lawrence, Kansas. (A fourth will begin at the University of Florida

in 1984.)

The criteria used to search for extended models were these: (1) the program

extends beyond four years and is usually described as a five-year program; (2)

certification is based on completion of the program; (3) supervised undergra-

duat? field experiences are required prior to graduate credit internship; and

(4) the program prepares both elementary and secondary teachers.

Information about each program was taken from an article written by

person(s) involved with the program. Data, including the pros and cons as

described in the literature, were recorded on a chart format to enable easier
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comparison of program structures. The chart-model was then sent to the author

at the institution and information was corrected and approved by the person cre-

dited on the chart. (See Appendix D.)

Austin College in Sherman, Texas implemented its five-year certification and

Master of Arts degree program in 1972. Students, faculty, and consultants

designed a program that "can change to meet the demands of a changing society."

The emphasis on change re:ulted in a non-traditional teacher education program.

The Prniram is based on strong liberal arts undergraduate studies, is develop-

mental and flexible, and is arranged to provide the student with continual

field-based experiences from the start of the freshman year.

Students wilt) need more assistance complete their student teaching during

year five. Students who are judged ready become paid interns with minimal

assistance all day for one semester or for half-days all year. During the fifth

year and summers, students also enroll in graduate courses such as multi-

endorsements and research methods. Courses may also be taken in other

departments.

The Program has high admission standards, many one-to-one faculty-student

hours, early school experience, and support in the first years of teaching.

Disadvantages are high costs and extra length of time needed for continuous

collaboration with practicing teachers and cooperating school districts

(Steinacher, 1979). Specifics of the Austin College Program can be found in

Figure 1 and Appendix D.

The University of New Hampshire in Durham began a five year, integrated

undergraduategraduate course of study in 1973-74. The Program emphasizes a

strong liberal arts education and students complete a bachelor's degree at the

end of their fourth year. Although education courses overlap the third, fourth,
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and fifth years, there are no undergraduate majors in education. The fifth year

includes both pre-intern and post-intern summer courses and a full internship

school year with supervision by public school and university personnel. The

Program ensures (1) that students who enter Phase III, year five, of the pro-

fessional program will have had a strong academic major and a broad liberal edu-

cation; (2) that students will have close advIsing and flexibility in content

and sequence choices during all three phases of the program and specialization

choices during Phase III; and (3) that students will be assisted in the integra-

tion of theory and practice during the seminars and the intensive supervision in

the full year of internship.

The close advising, flexibility, and intern supervision result in added

labor-intensive costs, scheduling problems, and concern about qualifications of

field professionals as teacher educators. But the rewards for the academically

qualified and committed students who have paid more for their education both in

time and tuition are the ninety percent assurance of obtaining a teaching posi-

tion and the professional skill and confidence to remain in teaching. There are

few dropouts (Andrew, 1981). Specifics of the University of New Hampshire

Program can be found in Figure 2 and Appendix D.

In 1981-82, The University of Kansas at Lawrence moved to a five-year

program that facilitates gradual induction into the profession with early obser-

vation and participation in classrooms, student teaching during the first six to

eight weeks of the fifth year, course work on campus during the next thirteen

weeks, and internship during the third and final certification requirement of

the five-year program. Development of the program focused on the field

experiences and the need to relate theory to practice (Scannell and Guenther,

1981 and from unpublished course descriptions).
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Figure 1. EXTENDED TEAL= PREPARATION REQUIRED FOR INITIAL CERTIFICATIONOBJECTIVES, STRUCTURE, PROS, CONS
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Figure 2. EXTENDED TEACHER PREPARATION REQUIRED FOR INITIAL CERTIFICATIONOBJECTIVES, STRUCTURE, PROS, CONS
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Figure 3. EXTENDED TEACHER PREPARATION REQUIRED POE INITIAL CERTIFICATION-OBJECTIVES, STRUCTURE, PROS, CONS
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The Kansas Program includes less flexibility in course sequence and

undergraduate hours in education courses than the Austin College and New

Hampshire Programs. Moving student Leaching to the early part of year five

means that more liberal arts and teaching field content courses can be taken

during the first four years of college. Kansas has not yet graduated five year

students. Specifics of the University of Kansas Program can be found in Figure

3 and Appendix D.

The University of Florida's Proteach Program, to begin in 1984, will include

broader study in general education, in disciplines undergirding education and in

academic specialization. Professional studies will include foundational stu-

dies, teaching knowledge and skills, and clinical and laboratory studies. The

knowledge and skills from the Florida Beginning Teacher Program will be

integrated into the University's five-year program ( Proteach. A brochure pre-

pared by the University of Florid, College of Education).

Common Elements--Positive Effects of Five -Year Programs in Practice

(See Figure 4, descriptions, and Appendix D for sources of comments.)

Goal-based Programs. Although these brief descriptions focused more on

program structure than on goals, each campus-based program moved into structure

and content from reviewed or newly stated goals.

The Austin College Program stresses personalized teacher preparation in a

program that can change with a changing world. The University of New Hampshire

strives to develop cooperative and parity relationships between field and

college professionals, effective personal teaching styles, and leaders who can

exhibit self-improvement skills, help colleagues improve, tid initiate

appropriate curriculum change.

The University of Kansas developed goals in the context of "safe

4i
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Figure 4. POSITIVE EFFECTS OF FIVE YEAR PROGRAMS IN PRACTICE

as described by persons involved, respectively, with programs
at Austin College, University of Kansas, University of New Hampshire

(See charts in Appendix for data source.)

. A strong liberal arts education A NH

. Qualified, committed students NH

. Clr:e advising, extended personal contact A NH

. Flexibility of progl A NH

. Continuous field experiences A NH

. Gradual induction in varied type/size field-settings K

. Internship A K NH

. Intensive supervision and guidance NH

. Integrating theory with practice A K NH

. Monitoring by faculty and top-notch field-teachers A

. Coordinating campus program with field experiences K

. High employment rate Graduates L demand A NH

. Top evaluation from principls in 1- through 5-year
follow-up A

. Few drop-outs from teaching NH

Note: Authors who are not writing to a prescribed outline or set of questions
emphasize different aspects of their programs. The absence of an institution's
name in connection with a lositive effect does not imply that the effect might
not also be true of that institution's program. Also note that Kansas has not
yet taken students through year five of their program.
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professional practice," that is, what every teacher should know or be able to do

to function safely and effectively with students. Each goal was translated into

a series of objectives that express generic expectations for every teacher

regardless of grade level or subject area. And the University of Florida began

the redesign of their four year program with these questions: What should

beginning teachers know? What should beginning teachers be able to do? What

kind of persons should beginning teachers be?

Stri-cger liberal arts education. Two of the three programs require students

to concentrate on a liberal arts degree program before applying tu the teacher

certification program. The few undergraduate education credits earned can be

applied to a liberal arts degree and students who decide not to continue in

teacher education can complete the liberal arts degree without loss of time.

Extended field experience. Fach five-year program iirescribes undergraduate

and graduate field experience that includes a greater variety of contacts and a

deeper involvement than ore possible in a four-year program. Induction is gra-

dual and continuous. Benefits from extended field experiences are extended per-

sonal contact, intensive supervision, and closer coordination between campus

courses and field experiences.

Integrating theory with practice. each program description mentions the tie

between theory and practice and the close coordination between cagt9us courses

and field experiences. Scannell and Guenther of Kansas (1981) recommended:

"The relation of theory to practice in the program should be obvious and

understandable by all" (p. 9). And at the University of Florida, faculty com-

mittees have compiled a comprehensive explication of theories and research to

support practices in generic operations teachers perform--diagnosis, instruc-

tional planning, onservation, instructional managing, observing, and interper-



sonal relating.

Qualified and committed students. A study by Andrew (1983) shows that stu-

dents who chose to enter the New Hampshire program "represent a group academi-

cally far superior to prospective teachers described in national summaries; they

also represent significantly better than average senior students at the

University of New Hampshire and they are comparable to all graduate students at

that institution" (p. 21).

Students who enter an extended professional program, after exploring the

field through undergraduate experiences and after they have neared completion of

a liberal arts program, are likely to be r.emmItted to teaching as a career. At

the same time that students are exploring teaching as a career to determine

their commitment, an academic and professional record that predicts success in a

teaching career it made easily available to advisors and screening committees.

fat employment and success in teaching. Employment in teaching positions,

the first year after program completion, has held at 90 percent at the

University of New Hampshire. There are few dropouts from ..,:aching among New

Hampshire graduates. This is in dramatic contrast to reported dropout rates

throughout the country.

Austin College graduates are "in demand" and evaluat!i'ns based on a one-

through-five year follow-up scheme show principals' ratings strong each year.

Flexibility of program. Austin College and the University of New Hampshire

have striven to keep their programs flexible. Kansas considers adjusting the on-

campus element to the type and level of field experience to be an on going deve-

lopmental task.

Common Elements -- Problems of Five Year Prof rams in Practice

(See Figure 5, descriptions, and Appendix U for sources of comments.)
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Concern about loss of students. At the University of New Hampshire, the

number of students enrolled in education dropped 50% when the five-year program

began in 1973-74; then the number increased each year. In June 1983 in response

to our qoestion, "Has enrollment continued to increase?" Andrew wrote,

"Enrollment in the final phase of our program seems to be leveling off. The

rate of increase is less." Sixty secondary and elementary interns completed the

five-year program in 1982-83.

When in June 1983 Steinacher corrected our Austin College data chart, he

added to that chart. "Cost of five-year program to students coupled with horrid

salaries for Texas teachers has cut our graduate propulation by about 50% since

'78, '79 and '80. But we're hanging on!" Austin College is a small liberal

arts college. Their only graduate program is the Austin Teacher Program

master's degree program. In 1979 there were 100 students in that program.

Concern about labor-intensive costs. There are program costs in time and

labor for advising, for arranging campus classes with students on flexible sche-

dules, and for cooperation with schools in placement and shared supervision.

The University of New Hampshire placed 60 elementary and secondary interns

who completed their program this past year in add1tion to placing students in

required short undergraduate field experiences. The problem of placement with

effective classroom teachers must take time, especially as it must go beyond the

town of Durham (population 8,448 by 1983 almanac figures).

Concern about cooperative teacher education. Andrew of New Hampshire (1981)

wrote that two philosophical aspects of their five year program have troubled

many teacher educators and certifying agencies. The first is the flexible,

individualized program of both content and sequence and the related program

assumption that preservice teacher education does not need to insure that every

45
No,
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Figure 5. PROBLEM EFFECTS OF FIVE YEAR PROGRAMS IN PRACTICE
as described by persons involved, respectively, with programs

at Austin College, University of Kansas, University of New Hampshire
(See charts in Appendix D for data source.)

Cost of five-year program to students coupled with low
salaries has cut population A

Fewer students A

Many one-on-one faculty-student hours A NH

Smaller class size costs in student/professor
hours and scheduling problems NH

Governance structure most difficult aspect of the change
process

Close cooperation with schools A

Costly labor-intensive supervision NH

Concern about qualification of classroom teachers as
teacher educators NH

Philosophical objections to flexibility and to teaching
learning theory along with field practice NH

Problems of adjusting the on-campus element to that pre-
scribed by the type and level of field experience - an
on-going development task

Note: Authors who are not writing to a prescribed outline or set of questions
emphasize different aspects of their programs. The absence of an institution's
name in connection with a positive effect does not imply that the effect might
not also be true of that institution's program. Also note that Kansas has not
yet taken students through year-five of their program.
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student study all the important areas that eventually may be needed. The other

troublesome issue is the reliance on classroom experiences as a learning vehicle

and the related use of classroom teachers as important teaching colleagues (p.

41).

Lelon Capps of Kansas wrote in a June 1983 letter: "It should be noted that

our governance strocture has been the most difficult aspect of the change

process."

State-Mandated Entry Programs

Only the state has the power, the authority, and the responsibility to deve-

lop educational programs on a state-wide basis.

State agencies can exercise their responsibility and power to develop educa-

tional programs in two ways: by setting minimum standards and asking local

entities to design programs to meet those standards or by prescribing both the

standards and the design for meeting the standards.

The pattern for states has been to set minimum standards and to grant appro-

val to institutions for their proposed teacher preparation programs.

Apparently, the state system, at least 'n some states, has not been any more

consistent in assuring quality than nas the National Council of Accreditation

for Teacher Education optional system (Watts, 1982). Twenty states (Newsweek,

May 9, 1983) now require graduates to pass competency tests before issuing basic

or provisional certificates. Some of the tests certify basic skills ability.

Others test professional knowledge.

In addition to administering tests, a growing number of states are granting

provisional rather than permanent certification. Provisional certificates allow

assessment of competence during one or more probationary years of teaching.

This two-tiered process is a way to enforce standards not guaranteed by every



teacher preparation program. Example: "Eighteen of the 25 institutions that

train teachers in Florida have lost state approval of one or more of their edu-

cation programs under a law that holds them accountable for their students' per-

formance on the state's basic skills test for teachers" (Education Week, July

27, 1983; p. 3).

Georgia was the first of four states to implement an entry program for

beginning teachers.

A Chronology of State-Mandated Entry Programs

In 1980 Georgia implemented a Performance-Based Teacher Certification System

(Leach, 1980). David Weller (1981) describes the plan as "a statewide consor-

tium of teacher educators: a model for complete professional control and

organization." Years of writing tests, developing assessment instruments, and

planning governance and operation of certification procedures were followed with

approval by the legislature of laws to enforce and money to finance a comprehen-

sive assessment-induction procedure for beginning teachers. Fifty hours of

evaluation training had been completed by 10,000 of 60,000 Georgia teachers by

1982 (Benderson, 1982).

An account of the problems Georgia professionals wanted to solve and a

description of their solution can be found in Appendix E.

In 1981 South Carolina's Educator Improvement Act went into effect. New

teachers receive r-ovisional contracts. They are onserved during their first

year by three specially trained representatives of the district. If observers

see the need, first year teachers must participate in staff development

programs. By 1982 training in teacher evaluation on the state's own list of

teaching skills had been provided for 3,000 to 4,000 teachers and administrators

()enderson, 1982).
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In 1982 Oklahoma's House 81.11 1706 became law. The bill addresses four

major concepts in teacher education: (1) Strengthening the screening require-

ments of college student applications for admission into college and university

tc,cher education programs, (2) Testing teachers in their curriculum field, (3)

Development of an Entry-Year Assistance Program for beginning teachers, and (4)

Staff Development programs in all school districts (Policies and Procedures

Handbook for House Bill 1706. Oklahoma City, OK: Oklahoma State Department of

Education, September 1981).

After graduating from a teacher education program and satisfactorily passing

required tests, new teachers are granted a one-year license under provision 3 of

HS 1706. Their performance is guided by an Entry Year Assistance Committee--a

fellow teacher (Teacher Consultant) an administrator, and a teacher educator

from a nearby teacher education institution. The Oklahoma Plan is described by

Richard Wisniewski (1981) and Kliene and Wisniewski (1981).

In 1982 Florida implemented its Beginning Teacher Program. A coalition of

professionals from school districts, teacher education centers, and colleges and

universities in Florida developed the system for beginning teacher performance

measurement. Knowledge from research about teacher effectiveness was assembled

and organized so that it could be used in training materials and instruments for

observers and in helping beginning teachers to practice the 24 Florida generic

competencies in their classrooms. The research base, a definition, and examples

are clearly explicated for each competency in the Handbook of the Florida

Measurement System. (Tallahassee, Florida: Office of Teacher Education,

Certification, and Staff Development; June 1983.) The program is administered

by the district and financed by the state at a $1.75 per pupil rate.

A few characteristics of each of the entry programs were selected to provide

Q9
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a rough profile of state-manslaten program's. A list of the common elements of

the four programs will further explain their purpose and procedures.

Common Elements of State-Mandated Entry Programs

A license or provisional certificate. The state issues a license or provi-

sional certificate. The beginner's license is based on three prfTequisites:

(1) A baccalaureate degree, (2) Completion of a teacher education program, and

(3) Passing scores on state administered tests of basic skills and professional

knowledge exams. (Exception: Exams are given before graduating from teacher

education programs in Oklahoma.)

Certification professional committee. The state removes the power to

award a professional certificate from teacher education institutions and places

it in the hands of professional team members who observe and assist the teacher

during the first year(s) of teachins. At the end of the year, committee members

decide to certify, decide not to certify, or decide to recommend that the

teacher complete a second year in the assistance program.

Teacher educators involved in design. In each state, educators at every

level were involved in the design cf their state's entry-year program.

Teacher educators not involved with first-year teachers. In three of the

four states, professionals at the district level carry out the entry-year

assistance program. There is little opportunity for teacher educator input.

A state-mandated design and district-administered program. The state

prescribes a common design and school districts administer the entry-assistance

program for beginning teachers. The programs have these assistance features in

common.

A /021t team of thr,he. The beginning teacher is assigned a support

team of three. The committee 11 South Carolina is composed of 14:pee specially

J t1
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trained district representatives. In other states the team includes the school

principal or other administrator; a teacher experienced at the beginning

teacher's level or area; and I. third person--a Regional Assessment Cehter repre-

sentative in Georgia, a district coordinator or supervisor or other person at

such level in Florida, a teacher ea.icator from a nearby higher education insti-

tution in Oklahoma.

Generic teaching skill lists. Team members Oserve the beginning

teacher a minimum of three times per year, using as guides generic teaching

skill lists prepared by professionals including teacher educators in the state.

In conference with the beginning teacher, team members specify 2-Pas need and

write professional development plans.

Help to im rove skills. If the development plan prescribes improve-

ment, the beginning teacher is given help by a regional representative (Georgia),

a consultant, a peer teacher, or a district training program.

Two states, Oklahoma and Florida, have surveyed their participants' eva-

luation of the program at the end of the first year of operation. A majority of

the Oklahoma respondents thought the shift from certification by institutions of

higher education to certification by professional committee a positive step

toward improving the preparation of teachers in Oklahoma. The report of the

survey is in the March-April 1983 Journal of Teacher Education (Simms).

In a survey of participants in the Florida Beginning Teacher Program (FI3TP),

an overwhelming majority of building level administrators, peer teachers, and

beginning teachers indicated that the program can potentially serve its purpose- -

to improve the performance of all beginning teachers throJgh a comprehensive

program of support, training, and documentation of the generic teaching com-

petencies during the first year of teaching. Less than ten percent of the
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respondents believed that the FBTP could not accomplish the stated purpose and

should be discontinued. Forty-five percent of all respondents believe, however,

that if the program is to continue, major modifications must be made.

Their recommendations for improvements are given here in brief form:

Simplify procedures related to recordkeeping in order to reduce the
staggering amount of paperwork associated with the program.

Refine, clarify, and make more concise the research materials as
well as other materials.

Improve school district/school level communications, coordination,
and training programs.

Provide adequate funding for release time for support team members as
well as other personnel needed to effectively implement the program.

Develop appropriate materials /instruments for personnel in non-teaching
areas and modify the program to make it appropriate for "special" areas.

In Tennessee, the state known for its governor's Master Teacher Plan, the

first year teacher would be an apprentice a minimum of three years at the

beginning stage. "During this time they would be regularly observed, evaluated,

and counseled by experienced senior and master teachers, the principal, and

supervisors. An apprentice could apply for a professional certificate at the

end of the third, fourth, or fifth year of teaching and would then be evaluated

by a team of master teachers from outside the district" (Stedman, 1983).

For a period of several years in Nevada, multiple agencies explored a fifth-

year internship for Nevada's beginning teachers (Kunkel and' Dearmin, 1981). The

Nevada Plan as it nears completion is not an internship but instead is a program

in which the graduate of a four-year teacher education program will seek

employment with a temporary one-year certificate and serve in a Nevada Initial

Year Teaching Program described as a coordinated effort between the local school

system, the teaching profession, and higher education (Working Draft V. The

52
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Commission on Professional Standards in Education, May 1982).

"Ohio teacher educators have held a conference on implementing extended

teacher preparation programs. The State Department, however, is more interested

in a plan in which master teachers work with beginning teachers than in a plan

in which campus-based teacher education programs include a fifth year internship

practicum" (from an August 4 telephone conversation with Norma Nutter, Director

of Student Personnel Services at Ohio University in Athens).

The New York Board of Regents have long proposed a one-year internship with

close supervision and assistance by experienced personnel.

Arizona planned to test the Georgia Teacher Performance Instrument before

adapting it to their own provisional performance model (Benderson, 1982).

State governments in collaboration with professionals have implemented tests

of competence and assessment of skills after the teacher-to-be has completed a

teacher education program. Smith (1980) fears, "Legislated as an internship

(the fifth year) entails little or no change in the campus program or modifica-

tion of state and university policies now controlling and financing colleges of

pedagogy" (p. 90).

In the third section, programs and their effects are analyzed; our

University of Oregon programs are reviewed, and recommendations for changes are

made.
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Section III

Critical Analyses and Critical Decisions

Section III of this background report for task force use is analytizal in

purpose and point of view. We compare programs, analyze effects, recommend

changes, and sometimes digress with the intention that the discussion here

kindle dialogue among faculty, consortium, and task force members. The task for

all is L.. decide what changes, if any, we should make our Univcrsity of

Oregon teacher education programs.

In Section I, we described the concerns of Oregon educator: and we deli-

neated Oregon's directives: The Joint Committee and Chancellor-- Davis have

called on teacher educators to strengthen both the liberal arts and professional

education components of te,,-her cducation programs and, specifically, to include

an internship in local districts with joint district and college supervision.

The Committee directs that we (ant teacher educators at other Oregon higher edu-

cation institutions) design, implement, and evaluate model preservice programs

that reflect the research on school and teacher effects and the develr-ing

research teacher education. In Section I, we also reported the current sta-

tus of our University of Oregon Secondary and Elementary Programs in relation to

the state's directives.

In Section II, we observed that although there are many educators who have

advocated (1) extended time to strengthen liberal arts anti professional studies,

and (2) an internship in teacher education programs, few institutions have moved

to implement such programs. We described campus-based five year programs and

summarized the positive effects and concerns as they were perceived by persons

involved in tho; programs. We noted that in the spring of 1983 twenty states

administered examinations to check the skills and knowledge of teacher educat;on
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graduates and that, since 1980, four states have mandated entry programs for

first year teachers--programs that prescribe induction by professional teams

whose members observe, assist, and certify (or don't certify) the teacher at the

end of the first year(s) of teaching. We found that professionals and legisla-

tors at the state level are moving faster than teacher educators to implement

programs for first year teachers.

The Search for Models

There was a step between the examining of Oregon's directives and the

describing of induction programs. That step was the search for models that

incorporate the major Oregon directives--strong liberal arts and professional

studies and internship-induction.

It seemed, because Educational Testing Service in 1980 found 24 programs

that gave planned induction support to the beginning teacher, there would be a

dozen or more induction models we could review. There were not. There were

three that fit our criteria: requirements of a strong liberal arts education,

undergraduate and graduate field experiences, programs to prepare both secondary

and elementary teachers, and certification only after completion of the

program's graduate internship and related course work.

We were amazed to find so few induction programs and we were even more

amazed to find states moving into the induction void with entry programs for the

first year teachers. We found campus-based programs described in educational

literature; whereas, the only state program described in an educational journal

was the Oklahoma Plan. Other descriptions of state entry programs were buried

in microfiche to be found only through computer search or, as in the case of

Florida, discovered through personal contact. Professionals at the school and

state level are not writing articles, but they are .raking action.

5$
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We needed next to look critically at the elements of the two kinds of induc-

tion programs--state-entry and campu;-based--so that we could determine whether

either kind of program would serve as a model that would fulfill Oregon

Recommendations. We listed Oregon Recommendations and the common elements of

each kind of program. (We later included elements of our current four year

programs.) Entries juxtaposed on Figure 6 enable us to compare programs using

the Oregon Recommendations as criteria.

State-entry programs as models. State entry programs meet six of the ten

Oregon Recommendations but in a limited way. (See Figure 6.) One concern is

that observation and conference visits may be too few. A second concern is that

competencies on checV-lists may become technicpes for technicians rather than

principles for practitioners and that theories, though based on research, may

become rules rather than hypotheses to be tested.

Nevertheless, after years of neglect, these programs mean that attention is

being paid to first year teachers. Each first year teacher has a support team

and each has assistance if problems re noted. Each has an explicit set of com-

petencies to achieve. Expectations are known. For persons who have been con-

cerned about the isolation of beginners in our profession, it is no surprise

that 83% of Florida s first year teachers said, "Continue the program for next

year's beginners." State entry programs take a long step in a good direction.

Campus-based extended programs as models. Campus-based programs meet eight

of the ten Oregon Recommendations used as criteria. (See Figure 6.) The

ninth, cooperation among teacher education colleges, may be in practice but pro-

bably only through informal contacts and professional organizations, not in

state or nationally arranged structures. The tenth criterion, rigor and rele-

vance, was not evalua.ed.



figure 6. COMPARISON OF PROGRAMS using the Oregon Recommendations
for preservice teacher education as criteria 48

Oregon Recommendations
for Preaervice Teacher
Education Programs

Comoro Elements of
Campus-Based

Five Year Programs

StateEncry
nrogram

Common Elements

ofUniversity
ea

Oregon
Current four rear Programs

secondary Elementary
-7,.---v

Goals and objectives
to design and evaluate

program

Yes Yes

Achievement of goals and objettives is
evaluated by graduating students, graduates

land other professionals in the field.

Rigor, relevance (Evaluation criteria not delineated)

Strong liberal arts

Austin College and U
of New Hampshire: 85-
90- of undergraduate
program
,.; of Kansas 661

No

changes
in

;

undergraduate
teacher education

programs

24-30%* 39%**

Strong professional
studies

During year 5

Endorsement area major 33%
Pre-prof. 5%
proflifp t%

Allied Prof 11.0%

Pre-prof 5 0%
Prof, TCFM 21-5%
Electives 7.5%

-----
Elec 'es 12-18%

Field work

Undergraduate

Extended field
experience
Internship

Continuous, varied.
gradual Increase to
stjdent teaching. AC
and UNH

AC and UNN Full year

Kansas Student
teaching and
In year 5

13% 16%

Support team
observes, ass,sts,
and certifies at
end of 1st year
teaching

No

Option is available for a few in RTP Program

Integrated theory and
practice Yes 1,plementing

competencies

University supervisor influence limited in
coOPerating teacher's classroom

Program based on
school and teacher

effectiveness research
Yes

Stc-Ft8 ly tneOry
and research
information

fes

Cooperation between
college and school
professionals

Yes

Teacher educator
on support team in Yes Input one way
Oklahoma

Cooperation among

teacher education
colleges

Yes on adruission data tnrougn state basic
skills committee

Informal cooperation

High aomissier

standards Yes

Must pass skills
and professional Yes

knowledge tests

1-----

,UNH
1.------

ilivi employment rate

AC graduates in demand
Ufa.' average 90-
K, no graduates yet

High success rate
AC ratings high

few dropouts

Other
Oct 1 Tchg Sch work

79-80 44% 2% 41%
80.81 45% 6% 42%
81-82 36% 8% 42%,

Other
ithg Sch work

63% 1% 26%
531 6% 30%
41% 5% 39%

Follow-up data and ratings by graduates and
supervisors indicate high success rate

Flexibility. AC, UNH
K adjusts course work
to field practicn
(also a problem)

--I--

Concern about lower
student enrollment NO

I.

Concern about coc,,vra-
tive teacher educ,tion

[

Yes

Concern about labor-
intensive costs Somewhat concerned Yes

For some secondary students, the endorsement area studies increase arts and science credit hours to 60% or more.

Data from a sample of 12 elementary education programs completed in Spring 1981 indicate that graduates earned an
average of 243 credit hours of which 107 14e) were in arts and sciences.
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Austin College and the University of New Hampshire require between 80 and 90

percent of undergraduate credits to be liberal arts studies. The University of

Kansas requires two-thirds of the bachelor's degree to be in liberal arts.

Professional studies at Kansas are a bigger fraction of undergraduate studies.

All three give a possible 100 percent of graduate credit hours to pro-

fessional studies. Some of them are intern practicum and seminar hours and

others are in -depth specialization and endorsement hours. There is program

flexibility at New Hampshire and Austin College for cross-campus graduate course

selections.

Our analysis showed that elements of the campus-based model meet the Oregon

criteria more fully than do the elements of the state entry model. (There are

goals and tables of three campus-based models in Appendix D, and there are

descrip ions and tables of the models in Section II.)

Implications of Moving to an Extended Program

If we adopted a model that incorporated the elements of the campus-based

extended programs (the model that meets the Oregon criteria'', what kinds of

changes would occur?

The changes called for are an increase in the required number of undergra-

duate liberal arts credits for all elementary and some secondary students, an

increase in the number of undergraduate professional studies credits for secon-

dary students, and an added internship for both secondary and elementary stu-

dents.

There is no agreement among educators across the nation about the proportion

of teacher preparation time that should be spent in general versus professional

education studies. There is tension and controversy when program designers

must allocate exact numbers of credits to each area.
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There are concerns about qualifications and domains when proposed

internships in public schools demand cooperation between college and school pro-

fessionals. There are concerns about costs in time and money for both institu-

tions and for students.

There are risks, but there are also benefits.

As a basis for our stand that we take risks and make cnanges we want to

bring to your attention supporting arguments in the literature.

Strong, broad liberal arts education. Every advocate of improved teacher

education asks for a stronger, broader liberal arts education. Richard Hersh

says that education implies "the capacity to adapt to contexts an content dif-

ferent from those which existed during training; . . . the capacity for con-

tinuous sel."-generated growth as a resporse to new circumstances; . . . a

breadth of krowledge as well as depth, with the ability to make connections

across disciplines of knowledge and see hew one's specialty relates to others;

(and) . . . the capacity to understand the world from others' points of view"

(1978, pp. 2 and 3).

There should be no uneducated teachers in today's classrooms.

Strong professional preparation. There are some critics of professional

studies in schools and colleges of education who, like Gene Lyons, propose that

tne monopoly of education schools dnd their tax-supported "empire of cant" be

broken. Lyons writes: "Since teaching is a pragmatic art best learned by

Experience, school districts should establish apprenticeship programs for people

who Lan satisfy the literacy requirements and show a command of subject matter"

(Lyons, 1979).

Most educators are concerned, however, with the static level or the reduced

level of professional studies required of students in education. A report in
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the Winter 1983 Academy Notes of Donna Kerr's address at the May 1982 meeting of

the Academy describes her concerns:

Professional curricula in other fields have accommodated
"expanding knowledge bases and additional responsibilities . . .

by lengthening the time for completion of the bachelor's degree
and certification," or by moving training to the graduate level.
Over the past fifty years, in contrast, the proportion of under-
graduate studies given to pedagogical training has dropped 2%
for secondary school methods and 12% for elementary methods.
(p. 30)

Knowledge for use in research-based teacher education is expanding rapidly.

For examples, see references described in the last two pages of Section I. Much

has been learned about thinking and learning patterns of Pll children--those

with expected norms and those with non-norms, the handicapped and gifted.

Teaching, alw,ys complex, h even more complex today. There should be no

professionally unprepared teachers in today's classrooms.

Internship and cooperative teacher education. Cooperation between college

and school professionals is imperative for the effective induction of teacher-

beginners. If there is any purpose for establishing and maintaining teacher

education programs, undergraduate or graduate, that purpose is defeated if there

is little or no transfer of training to actual classroom practice. Hull, Baker,

Kyle, and Goad (1983) report that research studies reveal that student practicum

experiences in cooperating teachers' classrooms do not have uniformly benefiial

effects. Student teachinc in particular, socializes rather than facilitates

transfer of desired campus-based learning.

A growing body of literatvre is beginning to question the
outcomes of field experience, student teaching in particular,
suggesting that it does not facilitate transfer of campus-based
learning but, instead, serves primarily as a powerful socializing
device which, in many instances, does not reinforce desired
attitudes and teaching nehaviors. (p. 4)

The transfer of professional knowledge and training requires more than
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merely time to student teach in a cooperating teacher's classroom.

From their analysis of more than 200 studies, Joyce and Showers (1983)

concludea that several steps are necessary for successful transfer of training

to actual classroom practice.

The study of theory, the observation of demonstration, and
practice with feedback--provided they are of high quality--are
sufficient to enable most teachers to use a new teaching model
fluidly and appropriately. Unfortunately, the development of
skill by itself does not ensure transfer. However, wi.-n a

coaching component is added and implemented effectively, most
(probably nearly all) teachers will begin to transfer the new
model into their active repertoire. (p. 20)

Coaching provides companionship, technical feedback, analysis of applica-

tion, help with adaptation to students, and facilitation.

The studies that Joyce and Showers analyzed, focuser, on transfer of training

by experienced teachers from inservice activities to their own classroom use.

However, their findings and the principle of transfer of training (the use of

theory, demonstration, practice, feedback and coaching) should become a basic

procedure of induction activijes for the teacher-beginner whenever the goal is

understanding and use of effective behaviors.

Our task extends beyond working with the student teacher in a cooperating

teacher's classroom. Emans (1983) proposes that instead of working directly

with student teachers, college supervisors influence both student teachers and

cooperating teachers oy serving in an inservice mode, interpreting theory and

research, and working with school personnel on curriculum development and the

improvement of teaching.

Other implications to consider. Descriptions of campus-based programs list

positive effects of their programs that are not included in the Oregon

',recommendations column on Figure 6. Note, particularly, the high rate of

6.1
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employment and success in teaching. The positive effects are somewhat counter-

balanced, however, by the problems these programs confront.

Costs to institutions and students are important problems to be carefully

considered. The proposal we recommend is based on the Resident Teacher Program- -

a program that is cost-effective for schoo! districts and college. (See Figurr

7). Extra costs for students could be recovered within a fcw years through

higher salaries earned beginning with the second year of teaching on a master's

degree pay schedule. There are other recommendations and elements of programs

listed in Figure 6 that have not been discussed here. They should not be

overlooked.

Cooperative teacher education, already discussed, is advocated by the Oregon

Joint Committee. Conversely, !t is listed as an element of concern by persons

involved in campus-based five year programs. However, we believe that common

goals, professional respect, wise leadership, open dialogue, and understood and

accepted responsibilities will make cooperative teacher education highly benefi-

cial for teachers and students and colleges and schools.

A proposed University of Oregon Program (X2) follows. The proposed program

would place two licensed interns in each classroom, each intern to be paid a

negotiated percentage of a beginning teacher's salary. Program X2 is presented

as the basis for dialogue about what's best for schools and teacher education.

Conditions are right in Oregon for such dialogue.
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Figure 7. Financial Structure of the University
of Oregon Resident Teacher Program

Financial matters

The program operates on a cost-effective
structure in which the reduced salaries of
resident teachers onset the salaries of
clinical professors and related program
expenses

Four models for financing currently are
available The best choice depends on
the size ol the school district and the
number of new leachers in the program
each year

A and B are adaptable to most districts
Thee cost benefits are presented here

Model C is used in districts in which len
or more resident teachers are placed
Model 0 is a cooperative process involving
several small school districts

Additional information about models C
and 0 is available from our ollice

Model A
Model A (Hillsboro-Gresham) operate; best
full -time Clinical Professor-Supervisor

Normal Bask Cost for Five Classrooms

$14,500 New Teacher
$14.500 New Teacher
$14,500 New Teaches
$14.500 New Teacher
$21.00UMdster Teacher (Clinical

Professor-Supervisor)
i-80 000

11

,

In modules of live resident teachers with one

Resident Teacher Program Five Classrooms

$ 9.666 Residentl eacher al 2/3 Salary
$ 9 666 Resident Teacher at' /3 Salary
$ 9,666 Resident Teacher at 7/3 Salary
$ 9,666 Resident Teacher at 2/3 Salary
$ 9.666 Resrdent 'leacher at 2/3 Salary
$21,000 Master Teacher (Clinical

Professor-Supervisor)
$69.330
$ 3.000 (Extended contract for Clinical

Professor-Supervisor)
$72.330

$80.000
$72.330
$ 7.670

+ $ 3.800 (University contribution for instruction, travel.
etc )

-t $11,470 (Amount lo cover hinge benefits. extra pay.
elc )

Model B
Model B (Roseburg) provides assistance in the school building from a fellow teacher
(Counseling Teacher) and a parttime Clinical Professor

First year salary
Resident Teacher al 2/3 salary

$14 500
$ 9,666
$ 4,834

Distribution of difference ($4,834)
$1.000 Extra pay for Counseling Teacher

extended contract and added
responsibilities

$ 900 Substitutes provided lot Counseling
Teacher

$Z934 tor Clinical Professor salary

Funds for Clinical Professor
Assuming live Resident Teachers
$2.934 x 5 =$14.670 + $3,800* (University of Oregon contribution) -= $18.470

For instruction, travel. additional supervision. etc
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DRAFT / 1

PROGRAM X
2

Program Goal

D.:velopment of extended repertoire of teacher knowledge and skill

through additional Arts and Sciences education, professional education,

and guided induction opportunities in public schools.

Purposes

1. Strengthen Artsand Sciences background.

2. Strengthen professional education.

3. Strengthen professional training and induction.

4. Foster closer partnerships between public school professionals and

faculty.

Anticipated Outcomes

1. Program graduates with an increased knowledge base and professional

competence.

2. Increased graduate success in schools and community.

3. Increased attraction to the profession through demonstration of

graduate success.

4. Opportunities for research.

5. Closer liaison with public school professionals in pre-service

training.

6. Provision of support to bridge the gap between current professional

training and first year teaching.
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DRAFT / 2

Recommendations

1. Graduation for Teacher Education majors be increased to

approximately 200 hours.

2, Require 200 hours for a license to teach.

3. Require Elementary Eaucation majors to complete a second minor

area in Arts and Sciences, in addition to the current 36 minor, in

Psychology, Math, Science, English Literature or Foreign Language.

The second minor area would also consist of 36 credits.

4. Require Elementary am. Secondary majors to meet qualifications for

two credential areas, i.e. endorsement in Reading, HLE, Math,

Middle School (need to develop an approved Middle School endorsement)

during preparation.

5. Re-evaluate Elementary and Secondary coursework required by

professional schools.

6. Introduce an integrated program that includes nine strands:

Strand I. Studies in Arts and Sciences.

Strand II. Allied Professional Studies (Art, Music, *E, Health).

Strand III. Pre-Professinal Studies (Educational Psychology,

Foundations).

65
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DRAFT / 3

Strand IV. Professional Studies -- Secondary /Elementary.

Strand V. Undergraduate Fieldwork.

Strand VI. Electives.

Strand VII. Pre-Internship Preparation.

Strand VIII. Guided Internship.

Strand IX. Post-Induction Studies.

Strands 14/1 follow current program structure. It is recommended

that sub-committees be established to review the interrelationships,

requirements, goals and criteria, and organization of each strand.

Strands VII-IX provide an opportunity for students to enter schools

under gimAance and support from school professionals and University

of Oregon faculty. Opportunities exist for: more dialogue related

to site and co-operating professional teacher selection; more faculty

involvement with schools; inservice and staff development partnerships;

research centered on teaching skill, feedback on basic training, and

evaluation of the new program design.
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DRAFT / 4
Figure 8

University of Oregon Elementary TEEM Program

Time Allocation

Current SCH '4 186 Retommended PROGRAM X2
1. Arts and Sciences 1. Art$ and Sciences

y6---:-Tr:--r8- 77 38.70 3.6- 7-4-1-117---
Oninor)Emim:-)

2 A1)teg Professional 7, Anted Professiena1
to,:iic 7 Music
Art 5 Art
PE 6 PC

Health 3 Health
21 11.30

3. Cottage of Ld.cation 3. College of Education
Professional S:.,dies Professional Studies
ro7cliToTiarP1T-5-.7rogy 6 ra7z7767MnyiE;Tagy
foundations 3 foundations

1 4.83

4 Professional Studies ;LEI 4 Professional Studies *UM
Tr" 1 9 TrTk :

1EE° 1: 10 TEtm 1:
TEEM 1:1 21 TEEM 111

Z :1.50

6. field 5 field
grinTracticuai 3 ic,e-Iracticun

TEf" i 6 TEE" 1

TEE" 11 6 TEE' 11
Student learnmo 16 Student Teat '09

10 i6 12

6. Electives la 7.E0 6 Electives
tots and Science.;;

70TAL 177

r"radz.iticn Proposed Extension to Current Programs
?earner certification

ti':le of is Eier.nntai,
rrtCAteS S;.rto,. 1911

'o:al credit no..Ps

Art$ 4(14 Sciehces

it 243

107

Percentage of total 44-

7 X2
Sum.-4r 1 14-16

Graduation
Teacher License

g, internship
rail-rhater
Practicum/Seminar 12
Sp - Inservice 3

21774

Teacher Certificate

? Suror itsrazgracertificate
Endorsement
Specialization
Arts and Sciences
Allied Professional

15

236-231

Master's Degree

(Similar table for Secondary Program in preparation)
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DRAFT / 7

7. Participating schools be sought who would provide opportunities

for placements in Primary (K2), Intermediate (3-5), Middle School

(6-8) and High School (9-12).

8. Interns would register for 5 graduate credit hours per term for

three consecutive terms (usually Fall, Winter, and Spring).

9. Interns would remain in one classroom for entire year. Classroom

experience wculd be arranged as follows:

a. Elementary

Tall (5 Credits)
WI A ter

Spring (S credits)
(5 credits!

Intern A Teach language Arts Scierce *Four weeks full time teaching -all areas
Social Studies Math

Intern B Science Language Arts *Four weeks full time teaching--all areas
Math Social Studies

Both Art, PE.. Music,. health Teaching based on strengths or weaknesses
Testing and evaluation Final portion of term
Peer observation Reports
Clinical supervision Parent COnferences
Inservice seminars Student evaluation
Parent conferences EtC.

* During four weeks of non-teaching. the intern attends special inservite seminars O. campus or
in the district or both.

b. Secondary: A similar format would be followed with interns

sharing the assigned teaching load.

lb. a. Estimating 75-80 elementary graduates per year would require

13 Primary, 13 Intermediate and 13 Middle School--a total of 39

classrooms. Use of three classrooms per school would require

only 13 schools to participate. The current participation for

R.T.P. includes Roseburg, Beaverton, Sherwood, Crow-Applegate,

and Hillsboro. Bethel has requested more information and

Eugene and Springfield have been program supporters. We would

need their support.

7
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Program X
2

(Based on R.T.P.)

Strand VII. Pre Internship Preparation (15 hours)

To be taken after STEP or TEEM Program. Coursework to

include:

1. Introductory studies to an endorsement (HLN, Reading, (3-9)

Math, ECE, Middle School, Standard Secondary)

2. Clinical Superiision (3)

3. ? (3)

Strand VIII. Internship (Derived from R.T.P. Model)

To be taken in public schools organized as follows:

;. Interns be interviewed and hired by public schools.

2. Two interns be assigned to each classroom.

3. Six interns be housed in each participating school.

4. One professional teacher be assigned as a Field Supervisor

in each school.

5. One faculty /school liaison person be assigned clinical supervision

responsibilities (Clinical Supervisor) for three teams (three

schools, three Field Supervisors, and 18 .terns).

6. Salary for interns be provided at 1/3 base first year teacher rate.

Field Supervisor salary and Clinical Supervisor salary to be paid

from salary savings of 3 F.T.E. regular average teacher salaries.

7U
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7. Participating schools be sought who would provide opportunities

for placements in Primary (K.2), Intermediate (3-5), Middle School

(6-8) and High School (9-12).

8. Interns would register for 5 graduate credit hours per term for

three consecutive terms (usually Fall, Winter, and Spring).

9. Interns would remain in one classroom for entire year. Classroom

experience wculd be arranged as follows:

a. Elementary

fall (5 credits)
Winter

(5 credits)
Spring (5 credits)

Intern A Teach Language Arts
Social Studies

Intern 8 Science
Math

Both Art, PE, Music, Health
'resting and evaluation

Peer observation
Clinical supervision
lnservice seminars
Parent conferences

Science
Math

*Four weeks full time teachingall areas

Language Arts *Four weeks full time teachingall areas
Social Studies

teaching based on strengths or weaknesses
Final portion of term
Reports

Parent conferences
Student evaluation
Etc.

During four weeks of non-teaching, the intern attends special inservice semfnerS Oh campus or
in the district or both.

b. Secondary: A similar format would be followed with interns

sharing the assigned teaching load.

10. a. Estimating 75-80 elementary graduates per year wculd require

13 Primary, 13 Intermediate and 13 Middle School--a total of 39

classrooms. Use of three classrooms per school would require

only 13 schools to participate. The current participation for

R.T.P. includes Roseburg, Beaverton, Sherwood, Crow-Applegate,

and Hillsboro. Bethel has requested more information and

Eugene and Springfield have been program supporters. We would

need their support.
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b. Estimating 175-180 secondary graduates per year would require

90 classrooms in 30 schools.

U. In negotiating for placements in public schools care must be made to

insure inter. , be accepted as members of the bargaining unit. (The

1/3 salary rate proposed here may need to be raised to accommodate

individual school district provisions.)

12. Interns would be granted a teaching certificate after successful

completion of the internship year and professional coursework

involved.

13. One or two College of Education faculty members would be added to

each team as advisory members for staff development, inservice

and research. All Teacher Education faculty would be expected to

participate.

Strand IX. Post-Internship (15 credit hours)

To be taken after the internship year at the discretion of the student.

Coursework to be part of a planned program to:

. complete a master's degree.

. complete an endorsement.

. complete standard certification.

Note 1. To preserve the integrity and continuation of the current RIP

the following time line is proposed:

1984-85 . RTP in its current form be continued and expanded to school

districts showing interest.

Program X
2
could begin in some schools and districts.
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. The same evaluation design for both programs would be used

to determine the feasibility of the pilot program.

1985-86 . RTP be available for districts committed to that model.

. Elementary and secondary students be required to select RIP

or Program X
2

.

1986-87 . Probably one basic model in operation with alternatives

designed for individual districts, as currently organized

in the RTP.

Note 2. It is possible that not all graduating seniors will elect to

teach. Data in c'igure 6 indicate that about 50% of current graduates move

to occupations other than teaching. This would reduce the estimated number

of placements by 50%. Given that assistance with job placement would be

provided by the proposed program, however, it is feasible to consider that

placements for 2/3 of graduates may be a realistic goal.
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APPENDIX A

RECOMMENDATION! OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE

1. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: PRESERVICE

65

Preservice professional development includes the training necessary to
enter the profession of teaching or administration. includes programs
leading to entry level certification for teachers and ale graduate
degree programs necessary for the new administrator to complete pre -
service requirements. Preservice begins with entry into a teacher or
administrator preparation program and ends with initial employment as a
teacher or administrator.

The issue of when a professional is a professional is central to any
discussion of preservice. This question will always be a part of the
discussion of what should constitute complete preservice training for a
teacher or an administrator. "How much of what" should be in the pre-
service program? What should come after preservice? How much time
should preservice take? How should competency be tested, and who should
set the standards for performance? We have addressed these questions
and related issues in this report and have made recommendations for
Oregon education today. These issues must continue to be addressed by
the profession and the public in the future.

A. Preservice Programs for Teachers

The delivery of teacher education must be strengthened further to
provide rigorous, stimulating, relevant curricula and programs of
instruction. This strengthening must be based on cooperation among
universities, colleges, and school districts in the selection of
candidates, program design, and evaluation of outcomes.

Along with strengthening teacher education programs, we must provide
a school climate in which the new graduate can learn to function
effectively as a teacher. Too often new teachers find themselves on
their own in attempting to apply what they have learned in college
in the immediate reality of the classroom., The Joint Committee
believes that there should be further strong links between college
classrooms and &chool districts to assure integration of theory an
practice. We also believe that systems must be strengthened to
assist the beginning teacher.

The 'oint Committee recommends that the following criteria be
adopted as integral elements of each teacher education program
and that different organizational models of preservice education
be tested immediately in Oregon as the first step in assuring
excellence.

1. Preservice teacher education programs shall be struc-
tured to incorporate the following program elements:

a. liberal arts education as the basis for teacher
education;
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b. breadth and depth in subject area;

c. knowledge and understanding of child development;

d. knowledge and understanding of the teacbing-learning
process;

e. teaching skills, sucb as classroom management and
assessment of student achievement;

f. demonstrated ability to use knowledge and skills for
effective teacbing in a classroom with a full con-
tingent of students over an extended period of time.

imlementing Agency. Board of Higher Education, in
cooperation witb public and independent teacber education
programs and Teacher Standards and Practices Commission.
By June 1984.

2. Pre-test of basic skills sbould be required prior to
admission to teacher preservice programs in addition
to existing multiple indicators now in use.

Host program admission requirements in our colleges
now include good multiple indicators of capability and
performance; our recommendation is to add a good pre-
test of basic skills to the existing requirements.

Implementing Agency. Board of Higher Education, in
cooperation with public and independent teacher education
programs and Teacher Standards and Practices Commission.
By June 1983.

3. As a first step, oemonstration projects testing different
organizational and curricular models of preservice should
be implementti and tested against comparable evaluative
criteria.

These demonstration projects should meet several rigorous
standards. They sbould be evaluated on the basis of identi-
fied performance criteria. Tb2y should reflect the research
on school and teacber effects, and the developing researcb
on teacher education. The projects should matcb design of
each program to the eventual type of placement of teacher
candidates. The projects sbould model effective pedagogical
practices botb within the program and for teachers in schools.
The projects sbould use existing resources optimally.

The following program aspects should be addressed among the
various demonstration projects:

a. The preferred preservice sequence(s) for Oregon should
be established, i.e., 4-year, 5-year, or xyear
programs;
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b. Extensive practicum/internship experience should be
provided in the local district with joint district
and college supervision;

c. The combined teacher education outcomes of the basic
and standard teaching certificates should be included
as part of preservice; and

d. An internship field experience should be included in
the first, or first and second, year(s) following
licensure. The field experience should be in the
local district with joint district/college supervi-
sion.

The demonstration projects should be carefully monitored
and evaluated, and the results should serve as the basis
for future program design for Oregon.

By suggesting demonstration projects instead of immediate
full-scale change, it is our intent to suggest careful
scrutiny of different approaches before making changes in
Oregon's system of teacher education. While we have heard
suggestions ranging from compacting all education into a
four-year program to extending the current models to six-
plus years, we believe that no decision can be made for
Oregon teacher education until we have comparable evalu-
ative data. It is also important to understand, however,
that we view the demonstration projects as only a first
step which must be accomplished to provide a basis for
further coliseums! development.

Certification requirements will need to be adjusted so
participants in the demonstration projects are not pena-
lized for participation.

lEplementing Agency. Board of Higher Education, in co-
operation with Teacher Standards and Practices Commission,
local school districts and consortia, and public and in-
dependent teacher education programs. Design by July 1983.
Evaluation completed by December 1986.

The Final Report of the Joint Committee on Teacher Education,
Toward Excellence in Oregon Education. February 1982.
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APPENDIX B

The Chancellor's Recommendations

Improved Teacher Ede:otion

The quality of instruction in elementary
and secondary schools depends on the quality
of the teachers in those schools. In recent

years, the Oregon State System institutions
have made strong efforts to strengthen their
programs preparing teach s. Standards for
entry into teacher preparation programs have
been raised, greater stress is being placed
on extended and systematic field experiences
in the schools, and there is greater involve-
ment of public school personnel and local
districts in the development and implementa-
tion of teacher education programs.

Further improvements are needed. The Joint

Boards' Committee on Teacher Education, on
the basis of two years of discussion and
consultation with citizens and representa-
tives of the various orgenitations and agencies
involved in teacher education, has made
significant recrImmendations to strengthen
teacher education in Oregon. The following
proposals build on the ii.provo-ents that have
already been effected and should help to
implemert some of the major recummendations
of the Joint Boards' Committee.

Reconenz:c!ion 23. T. quality of
students attracted to the profession of
teaching should be improved through
active recruitment of such students for
teaching, inercaccd emphasis in high
school and cowmmity college counseling
programs on tea:hing as a profession,
and providing finfmcial assistance to
highly qualified high :school and com-
munity college students.

Recommendation 24. The quality of all
graduates from teachcr preparation
programs in the State System institu-
tions should be assured through high
sto4dards for entry to these programs,
includini: proficiency in the basic '

skills of reading', writin;, reasoning,
and mathematios; defin:d quality
assurance checks at various stages of
the preparsaon,program with a commit-
ment to removing studcatz from the
progrzm who do not rent the otandardi
specifi.;d; and insistance that anyone
eraeJotiy from these programn and being
recomerded as a teacher in O:: gory Ours
demonstrated in an ongoing school *letting
his or her es-Ipetence as a teacher.

68

liecommnndation 25. Prwama to train
eicnentary and secondary teacAers
should be extended beyond the tradi-
tional four yearn to allow for the
strengthening of both the liberal arts
and professional education components
and the ertension of field expariencos
to include induction into the teaching
profession. :rhe institutions are
currently involved in developing and
implementing extended demonaeration
programs testing various organizational
and currieu/artzode/s. These programs
will be carefully evaluated as to both
effeotiveness and cost and then refined
and implemented on a larger scale as
resources become available.

This "campaign for excellence" aims to
imp:ove the quality of preparation of stu-
dents entering and graduating from our
colleges and universities. It attempts to
do this by strengthening college entrance
requirements, by providing financial assis-
tance to our most qualified high school
graduates, and by improving the education of
our future elementary and high school teachers.
With this campaign the State System is'saying
to the people of Oregon that higher education
will do its part in returning our economy to
prosperity and our state to the prominence it
for many years enjoyed.
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APPENDIX C

Recurrent Themes in the Oregon Education Dialogue

(from the Joint Committee Report, pp. 7 - 10)

"Like threads forming a pattern, these ideas emerged as major themes

in Oregon education" (JCR, p. 1. The themes are presented here in selected

excerpts under the following heaciings: Professional Development: A

Continuous Process; Practice - Based Theory and Theory-Based Practice; The

Issue of Competence; The Issue of Uniform Requirements Versus Program

Flexibility; and Quality and Cast Effectiveness.

Professional Development: A Continuous Process

The Comittee found that Oregon educators believe that professional

development is and should be a lifelong process. They s.ressed, however,

that belief in continued growth should not allow us to let the beginner

start teaching before being fully qualified.

The interplay between the need for continued development as a
professional and the need to be recognized fully as a professional
at a particular point in time was heard repeatedly in the seminars
and workshops. Many people are concerned that the continuum is
one of licensure instead of learning. Because of multiple levels
of licensure, some teachers and administrators believe that they
are not perceived as "whole" professionals during many years of
active professional life. By some, the very degrees and
certificates established to assure professional standards are
perceived as incomplete entry into the profession. (JCR, p. 7)

Practice-Based Theory and Theory-Based Practice

Another concern that was repeated many times in the discussion among

education leaders was the relationship between theory and practice. The

Committee also reported concern about the relationship between people who

work in school classrooms and people who work in college classrooms.

79
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On the one hand, there was considerable criticism from people who
work in school classrooms that the college and university faculty
who teach teachers and administrators do not know what is happening
in the field. On the other hand, there was concern expressed by
some faculty and researchers that people working in the field
are not keeping up with significant changes in education and
learning theory. There was a repeated plea for a better relation-
ship between the two worlds of the college classroom and the school
classroom. (JCR, p. 8)

The Issue of Competence

Some of the discussion revolved around how to determine and establish

professional competence. Are four years enough time for "professional"

preparation? ShoulL examinations be used to evaluate professional competence?

The Committee wrote their beliefs.

We believe that it is necessary for performance objectives to be
delineated clearly, for criteria for evaluation against those
objectives to be developed and used, and for any testing against
those criteria to be conducted in a meaningful manner. Pre-testing
for admission and post-testing for graduation should relate to
program objectives and constitute only one of the components of
the selection for and graduation from teacher education programs.
(JCR, p. 9)

The Issue of Uniform Requirements Versus Program Flexibility

The problem of uniform structure versus individual flexibility exists

in any enterprise that tries to meet both consistent standards and diverse

individual needs.

There was a repeated concern through all of the seminars and workshops
that degree and certificate programs reman strict enough to assure
consistent quality, but flexible enough to be responsive to individuals
and to different regions of the state.

Many options were discussed concerning the best current solutions for
Oregon. The suggestions ranged from expanding to contracting the
current system and from keeping the status gult to total alteration
of the system. Only in our discussions of preservice requirements did
we find similar extremes of opinion and emotion. Stories of capable
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people unable to swim through a sea of requirements alterm.ted with
stories of loopholes through which unqualified peop;: :lipped into
the Oregon system.

We don't believe in massive change for the sake of change. We do
believe that improvements can be made in our system of licensure.

(JCR, P. 9)

Quality of Cost Effectiveness

The quality and cost theme the Committee heard was twofolut they saw

the need to cut back in a time of lessened rsources and they worried about

causing damage to education from constricted services.

It would have been illogical to expect educational leaders who nave
devoted their professional lives to public education to offer them-
selves up as food for the budget beast. We did not expect that, and
it did not happen. Something did happen, however, that was also un-
expected by several of us. We did not expect the majority of the
people who joined in the seminar and workshop discussions to
acknowledge so thoroughly, to accept, and to discuss the need to
enhance our present system of teacherandadminis..rator education.
That did happen. "More through less" was part of the discussion,
always accompanied by a continuing concern for the improvement of
quality in the process.

We ended with renewed understanding of the deeper questions. How
can we encourage quality and efficiency? How can we meet new needs
while maintaining standarE7 How can we fill in the gaps in our
shriaing educational system without "robbing Peter to pay Paul?"
How can we keep our important-Rilir goals before us while re-
sponding to the criticism of public education? Om, p. 18
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The Austin College Program Goals

What makes the Austin Teacher Program a very special teacher education
experience is its formally stated goal of preparing pre-service teachers to
provide themselves and their future students with learning experiences that
will equip both teachers and students for meaningful lives in the year 200n
(Virginia Love and Bill Freeman. The Austin Teacher Program: A Coacept
Teacher Education, 1971).* According to Love and Freeman, primary architect..,
and builders oT the Austin Teacher Program, such a goal could not be met by
the traditional teacher education program that existed at AC prior to the
new program because "a teacher education program that adequately prepares
teachers for the 1970's will not suffice for the teacher of the 1980's, not
to mention the 1990's" (Love and Freeman, v. 27). That phenomenon which
renders today's educational strategies obsolete as preparation for tomorrow's
living is, of course, CHANGE. The committee of students, faculty and expert
consultants who assisted in designing the new Austin Teacher Program took
the position that "In order to meet the changing demands of a changing
society, a teacher education program must be so designed that it, too, can
change as needs arise" (Love and Freeman, p. 27). Translating this position
into practice has resulted in a non-traditional teacher education program
which 1) is based on a strong liberal arts undergraduate program; 2) is
developmental and flexible in nature, such that the individual student
designs and implements a personalized teacher preparation program, utilizing
the expertise, not only of the teacher education faculty, but also of faculty
and staff college-wide, as well as teachers, administrators and students in
area schools, public and private, traditional and alternative; 3) provides
the student with continual field-based teaching experiences from almost the
first day in the Austin Teacher Program.

* A copy of this book is available from The Education Department, Austin
College, Sherman, Texas, 75090. Please enclose check or money order in
the amount of 57.50 to cover costs of printing and shipping.

Source: Richard C. Steinacher. The Austin Teacher Program and Buck Rogers,
Jr.: Preparing Teachers for the Twenty-First Century. 1975. ED

171 695)
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Figure 1. EXTENDED TFACIER PREPARATION REQUIRED FOR INITIAL CEPTIFICATION-OBJECTIVES, STRUCTURE, PROS, CONS
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The University of Nary Hampshire Program Goals

Three program objectives were considered central: to develop
cooperative and parity relationships between professionals in the field and
college based teacher educators; to prepare teachers with effective personal
teaching styles; and to prepare teachers who could act as leaders in the
school and classroom, exhibiting self-improvement skills, helping colleagues
implove, and initiating appropriate curriculum change.

The planning group also agreed to use six basic assumptions as essential
considerations for building the program structure. Tnese assumptions were:

(1) A strong general education is a prerequisite to good teaching.

(2) The most effective way of learning most things about teaching is by
integrating theory with practice. Therefore, more clinical
experiences and greater use of practicing teachers as leaders in
teacher education are seen as appropriate strategics.

(3) Clinical experiences should provide a gradual introduction to full
teaching responsibilities and should be available throughout the
professional preparation program, not just at the end.

(4) Certain general areas of professional training are important to
all who teach. Many of the traditional divisions in teacher
education are in large measure unwarranted and represent great
duplication of effort.

(5) Because of the many %!fective teaching stylk and justifiable
Philosophies of education in which to base aping styles,
teacher development programs should provi(:e alroad perspective of
alternatives in education, fostering autonomy PR choice of
phi lasophy end development of personal teachingstyles.

0) Learning about teaching should be a continual process, extending
through a teacher's career. Teacher educators should view this
extended period as probably much more important than pr service

dli
training and should devote proportionately more time t .t.

1..

Source: Michael D. Andrew. "A Five Year Teacher Education 2rogram:** q:cess

and Challenges." Journal of Teacher Fducation, 1981, 32(3) 4-

43.
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Figure 2. MENDED TEACHER PREPARATION RFI%UIRRD POR INITIAL CERTIP/CATION--OBJECTIVES, STRUCTURE, PROS, CONS
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The Univarsity of K .isas Program Goals

Obviously, the first step in designing the new program was to develop
the program's goals and objectives. This was, as one might imagine, no easy
tas' Our approach was one of total involvement of all individuals and
groups who might eventually be affected by our decisions.

The goals and objectives of the program were developed in the context
of "safe professional practice"--i.e., what every teacher should know or be
able to do to function safely and effectively with students. While certain
subject areas and preparation levels may add to the list of expected
outcomes, School of Education faculty approved a set of program goals and
objectives they considered generic to professional practice. The goals and
objectives serve as design specifications for the total program.

The major goals of the extended teacher preparation program are as
follows:

The professional teacher:

1. Possesses self-understanding.
2. Has knowledge of life-long human growth, development, and learning,

and applies this knowledge to teaching chi ldrel ald adolescents.

3. Is skilled in human relations.
4. Understands curriculum planning and is skilled in choosing and

adapting instructional strategies to implement varying curricula.
5. Understands the educational needs of exceptional learners, the

procedures used to identify them, and the recommended educational
methods for instructing them in the least restrictive environments.

6. Evaluates student learners and uses educational research mleodologies
to improve instruction and student learning.

7. Understands the scope of the teaching profession and the lhool as

a social-political organization.
8. Is a liberally educated person.
9. Has adequate knowledgeof at least one subject area included in the

public school curriculum.

Each goal was translated into a series of objectives; the final list
consists of 45 expected program outcomes. The goals and objectives were
developed and revised by several committees and were finny approved by
School of Education faculty in July 1980. Each goal and objective is
considered generic and expresses our expectations for every teacher regardless
of grade level or subject area.

Each objective will be further explicated in the form of more directly

measurable competencies. In effect, School of Education faculty have
conceptualized what the believe professional teachers need to know and by

able to do to practice their profess.an safely and effectively.

Source: Dal', P. Scannell and John E. twenthe,. "The Development of an

Extended Program." Journal of Teacher Education, 1981, 32(1), 7-14,

I



Figure 5, EXTENDED TEACHER PREPARATION REQUIRED FOR INIIIALCERTIFICATION--OWEGTIVES, STRUCTURE, PROS, CONS
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APPENDIX E

The Georgia Performance-based Certification System

The situation in Get gia prompted professionalstoask for organization

and control of certification. In 1974, the 5,400 in-state teacher education

graduates matched the teacher turnover in the state. A shortage was created

when some of those raduates chose not to look for teaching jobs and others

who .)egan teaching left within three years of their start. J. William Leach

(1980) describe. the problem:

SOM.? of 1.hese (b,400) people went on to graduate school,
marriage, military service or other professions. Business and
industry have learned that graduates in elementary education
are among the most liberally educated people available. Our
deficit was made t!p by recruiting teachers from out of state.
The shortage was compounded by the high drop-out rate; almost
two out of three beginning teachers dropped out of teaching
by the end of the third year.

Cont4c.ts with these teacher droputs and the school
system that hired them, primarily indicate problems of
performance, including lack of classroom management, motiva-
tional and communication skills. Secondarily, lack of
korledge of the subject to be taught was a prOpem. Too
filany .former teachers indicated a lack of suppOtive super-

anu they were too deeply in trouble bet hplp
was available. (p. 64) 4:

,''

The Georgia State Department of Education and reltregentatives from the

i t Id
teaching prbfession convinced their legislature not

1

oilegIslatively mandate

proposed certincetion rules befors, they, the profes.ion, could design an

acceptable plan. The State Superintendent of Schoolst and he Chancell-r of

the University system of Georgia appointed a steering committee that wrote

recd emendations after soliciting input from all levels of the profession.

Years of writing tests, developing assessment instruments, and planning

governance and operation of certification procedures were followed with

approval by the legislature of laws to enforce and money to finance a

comprehensive assessmentinduction procedure for beginning teachers.
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After completing a teJcner preparation program in Georgia or another

state, candidates for certification now take tests appropriate to their teaching

field. Upon satisfactorily passing the tests, candidates receive non-renewable

certificates valid for three years during which time they are evaluated on their

competence in 14 specific skills by assessment teams. Each team consists of

an administrator, a teacher certified in the appropriate subject area and a

representative (a data collector) from one of the states 17 Regional Assessment

Centers.

The asN ssment centers are staffed ).1, former teachers, trained as data

collectors who, in addition to evaluating classroom performance, work with

candidates for certification to help them improve in areas in which performance

is weak. There is one data collector for every 50 beginning teachers. State

law also mandates that at least two teachers and one administrator in every

school must take 50 hours of evaluation training. These persons in the school

are trained in addition to tie data collectors.

This kind of training might be considered inservice for the 10,000 out

of 60,000 teachers in Georgia who, according to benderson (1982), had completed

the 50-hour evaluadbn training. Fven though this training is not labeled

inservice, it probably can be inferred that there is no teacher in Georgia who

has not reviewed and'at least reflected on the 14 teaching skills l!sted on the

assessment instrument--Generic Teaching Competencies and Their Indicators for

Assessing Student Teachers and Beginning Teachers.
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APPENDIX F

Improving the Quality of Teacher Education in Oregon

At a recent meeting of State System deans and directors of education you
invited us "to come up with a proposal or proposals for improving the quality
of teacher education programs in Oregon."

We appreciate the challenge and the olportunity and are hap-, to respond to
your request.

Current Directions and Emphases

We point out, first of all, some efforts wnich have been made and directions
which have been charted, particularly in the last four or five years, to
improve the quality of teacher education in the state.

1. Extended Field Experiences. Greater stress is being placed in our
teacher education programs on extended field experience in which the
candidate must demenstrate competence as a teacher in on-going
school and community settings. in addition to a term of full-time
student teaching, teacher education students engage in a series of
pre-student teaching practica and field experiences.

2. Increased Involvement of School Personnel. Along with the emphasis
on extended fielJ experience has come greatly increased involvement
of public school personnel, local school districts, and educational
service districts in the deelopment, implementation, and evaluation
of teacher education programs. All of the State System institutions
have c-ganized consortia to bring together the institutions and
repre entatives of the public schools and the districts in their
immetlate area in a mutual effort to strengthen teacher preparation.

3. Strengthening kayirements for Admission and Retention. Requirements
for admission to and retention in teacher education programs have
been strengthened. GPA requirements overall and in the teaching
field have been raised; greater emphasis has been given to successful
performance in field practica; and most recently standards of profi-
ciency in the basic skills have ten set by the State System inst.:Au-
Lions as a condition of entry to a teacher education program.

81

4. Common Methodolomand Dcta 133se for Evaluating Graduates. Consider-
able progress has been made in developing a common methodology for
gathering essential data following up and evaluating the teacher
education graduates. From such evaluative follow-up, the institutions
gain insights as to new diro-tions for their programs, or aspects of
their programs that need strengthening.

5. Profession-Wide Support System for the Continued Professional Develop-
ment of School Personnel. The institutions have exercised leadership
in working with various segments of the education profession and
various teacher-related agencies and organizations in caking a
profession-wide study of the needs of school personnel for inservice

1
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and staff development programs and activities. Progress has been
made in designing a profession-wide support system for the continued
professional development of experienced teachers. An Interagency
Continued Professional Developwent Council has been established to
help monitor and coordinate on-going staff development activities
and programs.

6. Individual College and University Improvement Programs. In addition to
the System-wide changes and improvements summarized above, individual
institutions have devel:ved numerous innovative program changes ranging
from new programs -In technology education (including computers-in edu-
cation) to programs of research, development, and service to school
districts.

7. Review of Teaching Endorsements and Certification requirements. The
Teacher Standards and Practices Commission, with the help of the teacher
preparatory institutions and various teacher-related organizations and
agencies, is in the process of reviewing all teaching endorsements and
certification requirements in order to make revisions that will strengthen
teacher education programs in the state.

8. Recommendations of the Joint Boards' Committee on Teacher Education.
A very significant development in shaping the future of teacher education
in Oregon has been the work of the Joint Boards' Committee on Teacher
Education. Its report and recommendations will have a major impact on
teacher education in the state. The Committee is continuing to function
and helping to monitor and coordinate the efforts of the various segments
of the teacher education community in implemtntating committee recommenda-
tions.

Proposed ImprovemeAs

A. Need to Improve Current Model of Teacher Education

Problei

The present model for programs in teacher education in Oregon is t)ur
years of preservice preparation for the basic certificate, with
additional year leading to the standard certificate required for second-
ary teachers, but optional for elementary teachers. There is a growing
feeling across the country and 4 growing body of research that this model
is inadequate.

Now should the model be improved? What are the changes needed? We
consider the following to be crucial:

1. Both the liberal arts and professional education components in our
programs need to be strengthened.

Now, more than ever, with the accelerating explosion of knowledge
and the increasing complexity of social sill economic issues, a
teacher must have a strong background in the liberal arts. To
be liberally educated implies both a breadth of knowledge as well
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as depth, with the ability to make connections across disciplines
of knowsedge and see how one's specialty rela.'es to others. To the
background in the liberal arts must be added sufficient depth and
understan&nt. in the teaching specialty.

It is equally important to be truly educated in the strategies of
teaching, to be able to create an appropriate learning environment,
and adapt to student differences and changing circumstances.
Currently, in the four-year program for the preparation of secondary
teacher:., State System institutions devote 16% to 20% of the total
credit hours to profegsiodal education. In elementary education
programs, the percentage ranges from 30% to 47%. Included in pro-
fessional education zre all the pre-student teaching and tudent
teaching, field experiences. Too little time is being given to the
mastery of teaching strategies and the demonstration of their ma;-
ten, by the student prior to ceitification.

It should he recogniz:d that we are much better informed by research
about what is assoOated with effective schools and effective teachers
than we were ten years ago. However, there must be sufficient time
to alio: for careful and extended integration of theory and practice.

2. The present erlpliasis on providing a continuum ol! extensive and sys-
Lemtic field experiences should he continued and extended to include
induction into the teaching profession.

As indicated previobsty, State System institutions have greatly
strengthened the field-based aspects of their programs. A recent
Board's Office study indicated that in addition to - full term of
student teaching, elementary education students spent a total of
200 clock hours, on the average, and secondary eancation students
spenj 100 clock hours in the schools in pre-student teething practica.

An additional component needs to be Added. .n preparing teachers we
must:add to the notion of preservice teacher education induction into
the teaching profession. There is heightened awareness in the state
of the need for providing a favorable school climate and adequate
support for the beginning teacher Me school district may have
primary respor7ibility for this induction, but the teacher education
institutions and the stite department of education also have a vital
role in play. It is particularly important that the induction
program grow out of and he articulated with tg.: preservice program
through such arrangements as internships, an extended first year of
teaching under close supervision, or other kinds of field-based
programs.

Can all of the above be achieved in a four-year proersm? We think ntn,
particularly if the need is for additional liberal a is and professional
education and effectively linking the first year of teaching with the
preservice prooram. A minimum of five years is needed. It may be
desirable to provide for provisional certificatirn after ;fur years in
some instances, but the full program for basic feutification should Le
extended at least to five years.

9tst:'
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administration and community college education are further examples of
joint programs.

87

Other cooperative and joint programs need to be develattpartitullrly
to provide specialized services in areas of high cost. For example, we
should consider developing joint programs (SOSC and EOSC with other State
System institutions) in areas such as the education of the handicapped
and counseling in the southern and eastern regions of the state.

Accepted by the State Board of Higher Education
December 17, 1982
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3. Portland State University

PSU has launched a pilot cooperative field-based teacher education
program, also with the Beaverton schools. The program permits
elementary and secondary education students to complete their pro-
fessional work in the field during the final three or four terms of
the program to qualify for the basic teaching certificate. The
second phase of the program (still being developed) is focused on
cooperatively planning and developing with the school district a
program to strengthen and support beginning teachers in the school
district as they move through three years of probationary service
toward being awarded tenure.

4. Southern Oregon State College

SOSC is in the process of developing a five-year model with plans to
have the model operational next fall (1983). Essential features of
the program that have been agreed upon include: (a) integration of
pre and inservice education, (b) operation of the program, at least
in part, on the school site, (c) full year of student teaching with
trained cooperating teachers, (d) instruction by both college and
school personnel tieing together practicum and theory, (e) adapting
courses to the development stages in a teacher's career--survival,
consolidation, renewal, and continuity, and (f) a process of
research-based instruction in theory, demonstration, practice,
and coaching.

5. Eastern Oregon State College

In considering an extended model for teacher preparation, EOSC feels
it must huild on the strengths of its current programs in meeting
the needs for qualified school personnel in the rural regions of
eastern Oregon. A strong relationship has been developed between
on-campus coursework and field experiences through a system of
rotating student teaching placement within the ten-county region
and the development of a Rural Center for Educational Development
operating with an advisory consortium. Secondary education candi-
dates must qualify in at least two teaching areas to neet instruc-
tional needs in a rural or small school assignment.

An extended model would provide opportunity to strengthen and expand
the current thrusts of the EOSC programs. It would also make it
feasible for the college to work with the districts in the region
to provide on-the-job supervision for the first-year teacher and
to integrate induction into teaching with the preservice program.
EOSC would plan to offer regional seminars for first-year teachers
which would also be open to experienced teachers interested in
furthering their professional growth.

A careful evaluation of these various model programs after they are
implemented is essential if they are to serve as a basis for improving
the quality of teacher education in Oregon. The Board's Office in

cooperation with the deans and directors of education, will designate
an interinstitutioniTFommittee with desirable expertise to develop
criteria and standards for the evaluation of the programs and assist
io the evaluation process.
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B. Need for Further Collectii..n of Data and Refinement of Procedures in
Assuring Proficiency in the Basic Skills

Definite standards of proficiency in the basic skills have been set by
the State System institutions as a condition of entry to a teacher edu-
cation program. These include achieving satisfactory scores on the
California Achievement Tests in eading, language, and mathematics;
making satisfactory scores on an essay test; and performing successfully
in an interview which focuses on communication skills.

A centralized data bank has been established. Data have been collected
over the past year (1981-82). The continued collection and analysis of
data will make it possible to refine and make necessary changes in pro-
cedures and policies.

C. Need to Support and Initiate New Programs in "Technology and Education"

Our rapidly changing scientific-technological world is creating major
new problems and opportunities in education. This highly technological
society has direct implications for the training of future teachers,
educational leaders, and school personnel. The institutions are begin-
ning to develop courses and programs to address this need. We propose
the development of selected pilot centers and programs designed to
demonstrate preservice and inservice models for training and re-training
educational personnel in the utilization of high technology in teaching-
learning situations.

D. Need for Research and Evaluation

There is need to take strong steps to develop a system-wide program of
research and evaluation designed to continuously upgrade the quality of
teacher education.

We need to establish mechanisms that keep our education faculty abreast
of research that impacts the preparation of teachers and find ways to
pool our efforts so that the finding: of research can be incorporated
in our preparation programs.

The following are some areas of research on which we hope to focus:

1. Continue research underway on evaluating the quality of our
graduates.

2. Evaluate demonstration teacher education programs which have been
initiated.

3. Determine appropriateness of current standards of admission to
teacher education.

E. Need to Develop Expanded Interinstitutional Cooperative Programs in
Education

We strongly support the recent merger of the OSU and WOSC schools of
education. It is a strong move in the direction of making cooperative
*lid more effective use of resources. The recently developed bi-udiver-
sity and trf-university doctoral programs (UO, OSU, and PSU) in school
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administration and community college education are further examples of
joint programs.
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Other cooperative and joint programs need to be developed, Paaisularly
to provide specialized services in areas of high cost. For example, we
should consider developing joint programs (SOSC and EOSC with other State
System institutions) in areas such as the education of the handicapped
and counseling in the soutbern and eastern regions of the state.

Accepted by the State Board of Higher Education
December 17, 1982
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